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The E l e c t r i f i c a t i o n of Raindrops. 
Abstract. 
The charges and masses of individual raindrops were measured 
i n d i f f e r e n t conditions of r a i n f a l l at two di f f e r e n t s i t e s . 
An apparatus was developed to measure raindrop parameters and 
display t h e i r values i n the form of a spot whose v e r t i c a l and 
horizontal positions- on an oscilloscope screen represent the 
mass and charge r e s p e c t i v e l y . Photographic records, each of a 
number of successive spots, were made for periods of between 
half-a-minute and twenty-five minutes during twenty-four separate 
periods of r a i n f a l l which covered many meteorological conditions 
between thunderstorms and f i n e d r i z z l e . The photographic r e s u l t s 
are analysed i n terms of the weather conditions applying at 
the times of measurement. I t i s shown that stratus and cumulus 
clouds produce d i s t i n c t charge/mass patterns on the exposures, 
and that these patterns can be related to known factors about 
the nature of the di f f e r e n t clouds. 
The methods of charge measurement by e l e c t r o s t a t i c induction, 
and of mass measurement by r e g i s t e r i n g the impacts- of drops- on 
to a detector plate are described. Suggestions are made for 
future work and improvements to the equipment. 
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Chapter 1. 
The E l e c t r i f i c a t i o n of Rain. 
1.1. Introduction 
This chapter i s intended to describe the work that has-
been done i n the f i e l d of Atmospheric Physics that bears-
d i r e c t l y on the present work on the E l e c t r i f i c a t i o n of Radn. 
I have attempted to describe the general background and then 
to discuss i n more d e t a i l the work of previous researchers 
into the same topic. F i n a l l y I have described what I see 
as the more important e l e c t r i f i c a t i o n theories and so the 
present state of knowledge. 
The second and t h i r d chapters describe apparatus for 
measuring raindrops^ Chapter 2 dealing with the equipment 
used by previous' workers and my own e a r l y designs. Chapters 3 
and 4 des"cribe my f i n a l apparatus- and i t s c a l i b r a t i o n . 
The f i f t h chapter covers the measurements made of pot-
e n t i a l gradient at the Observatory s i t e where some of the r a i n 
measurements were made. 
The remaining chapters cover the r e s u l t s ' of r a i n measure-
ments made and discuss them i n the l i g h t of previous work. I 
have attempted to outline what I consider should be the next 
steps i n research into t h i s topic. 
1.1.1. The Importance of Rain E l e c t r i c i t y . 
There i s a c i r c u l a t i o n of e l e c t r i c current i n the 
lower atmosphere of which the current c a r r i e d by r a i n 
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i s a very important part. Under normai faii'weather 
conditions there i s a positive potential gradient i n 
the lower atmosphere and ai small current of positive 
charge a r r i v i n g at the ground under the influence of 
t h i s potential gradient.. Correspondingly i n other 
parts of the world positive charge must be carried up 
to the electrosphere or conversely negative charge 
c a r r i e d down. Only comparatively r a r e l y i s - there SB 
negative potential gradient when r a i n i a not either 
usually 
near or a c t u a l l y present so i t seems that r a i n •io CHt>-
a c ^ t n ponies frocessts 
i r o l y OP olmoot e n t i r e l y responsible f o r bringing neg-
a t i v e charge to the earth's surface. I t i s presumably 
u n l i k e l y that other currents i n the a i r during rainfaall 
are of as: great magnitude as the r a i n current i t s e l f and 
i n high potential gradients the point-discharge currents 
I am neglecting here such "apparent" currents as the 
displa<;ement current. 
Apairt from measurement of f i n e weather potential 
gradient and of r a i n current there i s a- good desel of 
evidence to suggest thai; the r a i n current, point-dischasrge: 
current and lightning current maintain the bmLance of 
negative bound charge on the earth's surface. A 
co r r e l a t i o n was found between the estimated number of 
storms^ raging at any one time of the day and the f a i r 
weather potential gradient over the oceans by Whipple and 
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Scrase (l936). They showed that the masximum of thun-
derstorm i n t e n s i t y at 14 - 20 hrs> G'.M.T.. due to the 
storms over the great land-masses of Europe and Africa:, 
and North and South America during t h e i r respective 
afternoons correspond to a maximum of the fair-weather 
potential, gradient measured on the v e s s e l s "Carnegie" 
and "Maud". This can be explained by assuming that se. 
greater number of storms w i l l bring down sa grea-ter fflnotmt 
of nega?tive charge, which w i l l require a grea-ter positive 
current over the remssLning parts- of the earth. I f the 
SBnount of air-borne ions i s assumed approximately constmt 
this, can only be brought about by sm increase i n the pot-
e n t i a l gradient such as has been observed. 
The above c o r r e l a t i o n applies^ p a r t i c u l a r l y to thun-
derstorms as- these are supposed to have more effect on 
the e l e c t r i c i t y of the- atmosphere them non-thundery r a i n . 
Although, the presence of lightning supports t h i s suggest-
ion,, i t i s : shown i n t h i s work and i n previous work that 
i t i s better described as asa extreme case at one end of 
a spectrum of r a i n conditions varying i n the intensity-
of t h e i r e l e c t r i c a l a c t i v i t y . Thus a l l r a i n conditions 
contribute to the transport of charge between ajtmosphere 
asad earth, smd the present single-drop measurements i n 
addition to previous measurements both of single drops? 
and of r a i n current,, are designed to investigate the 
nature of the processes involved. 
1.1.2. The Charging of Raindrops-?. 
Raindrop charges are u s u a l l y measured at ground 
l e v e l . A l l airborne measurements have been made inside 
clouds- and so have been aimed more at measuring cloud-
drop parameters. The droplet charges that are measured 
at the ground may have been produced within the cloud or 
between the cloud-base and ground-level. The nature of 
this: charging has been neglected by compffirison with work 
done on charge separation within clouds, but is-i c l o s e l y 
cannectedi with tha=t. I f we assume that the? charging of 
drops t ^ e s place mainly i n the cloud then the cloud-
droplet charging; processes: are supremely importmt, but 
i f below: the cloud,, then the processes m£^ be similar'or 
completely independent Jt<J^  those involved i n the cloud. 
Evidence showing a close c o r r e l a t i o n between t o t a l 
p r e c i p i t a t i o n current and potentiail gradient, n o t ^ l y the^ 
"mirror-image" e f f e c t found by Simpson (l949) where the 
current and potentisd. gradient are found to be generally 
opposite i n sign, suggest that the charging processes? 
a f f e c t i n g the charge ai; the ground occur below: cloud l e v e l . 
However to^ ai c e r t a i n extent i t i s possible that the pot-
ential. grsKlient i s dependent on the r a i n charges when the 
potential gradient i s l e s s than 500 Vmi e..g. potential? 
gradient changes due to; r a i n splashing at the ground. 
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Simpson's r e s u l t s however do include high potential 
gradients- ( up to 10,000 Vm"''" ).. In the following 
discussion I s h a l l assume that the s i g n i f i c a n t influence, 
on raindrop charges i s below? cloud-level. 
Between cloud-b«Ese- and ground the drops f a l l 
through a?. l a y e r of a i r i n which ai quantity of smaaLl and 
large ions aare present. The charges ax^quired by the 
drops may come from these ions under the influence of the 
potentia-l gradient. The other parameters, that may af f e c t 
the charging of sa drop are wind,^ f a l l v e l o c i t y of drop, 
radius of drop ( on which the terminal f a i l v e l o c i t y dep-
ends),: ion concentration and the chance of c o l l i s i o n . 
The chance of c o l l i s i o n between drops i s probably so 
smj&Ll as to be s a f e l y neglected. Except: i n the casess of 
s l e e t and snow,, which are not covered by t h i s work,,, asad of 
h a i l , which I am neglecting for the purposes of this^ 
discussion, precipitsEtion i s not i n the ice-phase below 
cloud baffle said so charging due to freezing or melting-
need not be considered. 
Some latorffitory experimental and the o r e t i c a l work 
has been done on the n«Eture of charging of droplets i n 
the presence of an e l e c t r i c f i e l d and of charged ions.. 
The most notable theoretica?l work originated with the 
Ion-Capture theory of Wilson (19.29). This was devel-
oped by Whipple and Chalmers- ( l 9 4 4 ) . The r e s u l t s of 
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these ca-lculations give formulae from which the e l e c t r i c 
charge of ai water drop f a l l i n g through the a i r may be 
calculated given the e l e c t r i c field,, the drop radius 
and the o r i g i n a l charge carried,, together with knowledge 
of sizes- and charges' of the ions present.. Smith (1955) 
used the r e s u l t s of these formulae f or comparison with 
h i s own single-drop measurements. The agreement i n 
some cases? i a considerable,, but the caslcuISEtions require 
much greater potential', gradient, roughly one order of~ 
magnitude greater, than he measured at ground l e v e l . 
Wilson's theory,, therefore,, seems-a; most promising 
explanation but with some adjustments to compensate for 
the high f i e l d s required. Generajlly, more observations-
of drop charges are required under various conditions. 
The d e t a i l s of t h i s section are more c l o s e l y examined 
i n Section 1.3. 
The potentifiEL gradient i n stormy conditions? i s 
controlled by the charges? i n the clouds. There are 
several theories? about the charge separation i n clouds-, 
but i n temperate climates i t i s s u f f i c i e n t to say thset 
the presence of the ice-phase i n the cloud i s probsdsly the 
m'a'jor cause of t h i s charging. The ions i n the a i r come 
from radio-arctive'. i o n i s a t i o n , i o n i s a t i o n by cosmic TS^S 
and to some extent from point-discharge i n high potentia'l 
gradients and some other sources-. 
1.1.3. Experimental Work on Rain. 
The quantity of r a i n f a i l i n g on the earth i s and 
has been measured widely for mmiy years- with standard 
pieces of meteorological equipment. The stsmdard r a i n -
gauge and t i l t i n g - b u c k e t rain-gauge are w e l l known pieces 
of equipment. Frequently, rain-gauge measurements have 
been used alongside r a i n current measurements? both to 
sho.wr the t o t a l r a i n f a l l i n g at the^ time and, i n some 
cases, the proportion of r a i n thaet i s collected by the 
r a i n current meter. The equipment used by Scrase (l938) 
was particulasirly subject to collecting; only m proportion 
of the r a i n . An e l e c t r i c a l l y insulaiied collecting- cone 
was: mounted at the bottom of ee. metal cylinder which acted 
as an e l e c t r i c a l screen. D'nf ortunately this- meaait that 
i n any case when the r a i n waES not f a l l i n g v e r t i c a l l y o r 
nearly v e r t i c a l l y then much, r a i n would not be collected, 
also small drops would be more e a s i l y blown cleaer of the 
c o l l e c t o r than would large ones\ 
The normal unshielded c o l l e c t o r consists, of a h o r i -
z ontally mounted plate connected to £HI electrometer and 
u s u a l l y i n the plane of the ground. This^ collects- the 
t o t a l a i r - e a r t h current including not only the raLn 
current,, but also the i o n i c convection and conduction 
currents and the displacement current, which la^tter i s 
the change i n the bound charge a* the earth's surface duie 
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to changes i n the potential gradient. 
More elaborate versions of the screened c o l l e c t o r 
designed to combine the advantages of tota-1 rsLn c o l l -
ection, of the unscreened version, and of cutting out 
the displacement current of the screened version, have 
been t r i e d out at Durham by Mr. M.P. Stringfellow. 
When single drops, are c o l l e c t e d the apparatus 
must be so s e l e c t i v e that the- i n t e g r a l of the charges of 
a l l drops: c o l l e c t e d i n £B c e r t a i n time could not represent 
the t o t a l r a i n current to a certsein arese. A detailed 
description of e a r l i e r forms of single drop c o l l e c t o r s 
i s ? g i v e n i n Chapter 2. Smith (l955) mounted his; c o l l e c t o r 
so that i t might be t i l t e d into the wind said would not 
discriminate against drops of small s i z e . The? single 
drop collectors; ssce not subject to error as a r e s u l t of 
displacement current and other a i r - e a r t h currents, because 
these need d. c amplificsEtion i n the electrometer c i r c u i t , 
which i s not necessary f or single drops. 
1.2.. Review: of Results of Previous-Workers-. 
Severa>l researchers have c a r r i e d out work on pr e c i p i t a t i o n 
currents, a sma-ller number on single-drop observations. E a r l i e r 
oibservations of single drops? were limited as? to the rate of drop 
c o l l e c t i o n ; more recent workers have been able to c o l l e c t more 
drops per second and presumably to gain m better representative-
sample of the r a i n , by the use of more advanced techniques. 
Wot a l l measurements of drop charge were combined with 
simultaneous measurements of drop s i z e . The readings of 
Gunn and Devin (l953) are a^  case i n point. F a i l i n g to 
recognise any comprehensible pattern i n t h e i r results, they 
concluded that there was; no d i s t i n g u i s h s ^ l e correlation 
between potential gradient and drop charge. The r e s u l t s o f 
Smith, which came from, measurements of charge and size-, 
published two years- l a t e r , adequately refuted t h i s conclusion. 
1.2.1. E a r l y Observa^;ions. 
Measurements of drop charge and s i z e were f i r s t made 
by Gschwend (l922) who found from 1,537 drops a r a t i o of 
1'77:1 f o r po s i t i v e to negative drops, and a r a t i o of 
1-5:1 f o r to.tai positive, charge to t o t a l negative charge 
brought down. This suggests that the: negai:ively charged 
drops were more highly charged, a conclusion generaally-
supported by l a t e r workers although f i g u r e s for the above 
r a t i o s vary; examples being those of Chalmers said P a s q u i l l 
(1938) and Gunn (1949). Chalmers (l967 Ch. lO) gives 
d e t a i l s . 
Gunn (1949) considered h i s results: i n terms of the 
e l e c t r i c f i e l d that e x i s t s at the surface of a r a i n droplet. 
He found a l l h i s drops had values, of t h i s f i e l d between 
3^ kYm"-*- and 330 kVm"-'-, an average value being 61*2 kYm"-*-. 
As well as finding that the negatively-charged drops were 
more: highly charged than the p o s i t i v e , he also found that 
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they were more massive, and also that drops of opposite 
charge could fa?Il i n quick succession. 
The absolute values of the charges found by these 
observers were of the order of 0*lpC (Gschwend) or 
IpC (Chalmers and P a s q u i l l ) f o r quiet r a i n , IpC (Gschwend, 
and Chalmers said P a s q u i l l ) or 2pC (Banerji and Lele) f o r 
shower r a i n and the higher values, of 3pC (G'schwend, Chalmers-
and P a s q u i l l , and Banerji and Lele) or 6pC (Girnn) f o r 
thunderstorm, r a i n . Although t h i s shows the greater 
chaTges> that may be expected from e l e c t r i c a l l y active 
thunderclouds the discrepancies between the r e s u l t s o f 
individua>l workers suggest that the methods of measurement 
may be inconsistent with each other.. The values of 
charges quoted are roughly average fflid maEy be explained 
by the. f a c t that d i f f e r e n t pieces of equipment had d i f f -
ering; lower l e v e l s of s e n s i t i v i t y . . 
As mentioned above, most of the researchers measured-
drop s i z e ; the lower l i m i t was, limited by the apparatus, 
mid at the upper l i m i t few drops were found with diameter 
i n excess o f 3inm. 
1..2.2.. Airborne Observations. 
A number o f workers have designed aaid b u i l t apparatus 
f o r measuring drop charge and s i z e that i s suitable for 
mounting, on an a i r c r a f t . Quite apart from the f a c t that 
the techniques used are interesting; and valuable i n them-
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s e l v e s , the r e s u l t s are of i n t e r e s t to compare with 
s i m i l a r observations made at the ground. The airborne 
operator,, however,, has an advantage i n that he need not 
wait f o r s u i t a b l e weaither conditions to come to h i s equip-
ment, instead he takes: i t at w i l l , through ai y convenient, 
cloud. 
Gunn (1947, 1950) was^ the f i r s t worker i n t h i s f i e l d , 
generally finding the charges were greatly i n excess of 
charges found at the ground i n s i m i l a r r a i n conditions. 
For altitudes-^ between 1 and 6km t y p i c a l charges i n shower 
r a i n were between 10 and 30pC, and i n thunderstorm r a i n 
between 20 and 40pC. These valuesj are an order of 
magnitude greater than those found at the ground. Gunn 
did not measure the sizes- of the drops,, but t h i s was done 
i n a l a t e r i n v e s t i g a t i o n by Fluegge and P i l i e ( l 9 6 5 ) . 
Investigations of droplet charge have also been made 
i n non-raining clouds, frequently with emph^is on drops 
of very small size„ about g^Xyum to lO^rn. Twomey- (l956) 
photographed the tracks, of small droplets passing through 
an a.c. f i e l d and found mostly positive drops when no i c e 
was present. MacCready and Proudfit (l965) found that 
charges appeared on the drops at the melting l e v e l i n the 
cloud, which suggests that the ice-phase i s all-important 
i n cloud e l e c t r i f i c a t i o n . 
jjg gonoral i t coomo that oloudo contain not only 
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raindrops, but also the smaller cloud-dropi'ets-, s^A^JiftSfC 
on the whole,, p a r t i c u l a r l y i n B.T^Xs^t^^'^oxtAf these acre 
charged to g r g s i e r - S e ^ ^ e than the raindrops: at the 
,g*^ 3TlS3T''''when i c e i s present, charging appears:^ to be 
due d i r e c t l j r to the freezing' and melting processes,, aaid 
otherwise charge i s col l e c t e d by the absorption of airborne 
ions. Gunn (l957) has; pointed out^the e l e c t r i c f i e l d s 
i n s i d e a thundersstorm are greacter thaji those below:,, smd 
a^re p a r t i c u l a r l y high i n the v i c i n i t y o f the freezing l e v e l . 
I n non-thundery clouds? Gtunn (l948) sstates: that the f i e l d 
i n s i d e a cloud producing steady r ^ n i s l e s s than 4000 Vm-1 
fflid i n a non-prectpitating; cloud i t i s l e s s thsm 1000 Vm"-'-, 
but both these: va?lues; are greater than the values of pot-
e n t i a l gradient observed a^ ; the ground i n the same conditions. 
\J^..J:, Latest Observaitions. 
Since 1950 there have been published r e s u l t s of r a i n -
drop charge and s i z e measurement by three workers. Hutch-
inson and Chalmers (l95l) measured charge and s i z e of drops" 
w h i l s t simultaneously measuring the potential gradient 
and,, i n high fields,, the point discharge current through 
a^  metal point.. Their r e s u l t s generally agree with the 
res u l t s : found by previous-workers, and could be explained 
by Wilson"^s l o n - c ^ t u r e theory i f the: potential gradient 
was: several timies higher than thatt measured at the ground. 
Smith (1955) used a technique which permitted the-measurement 
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of a? much greater number of drops during any period of 
time. When plotted on graphs of co-ordina^;es representing 
drop charge and drop radius points with parameters corres^ 
ponding to those of drops collected demonstrated c l e a r 
pastterns?. These distributions- f i t the patterns theor-
e t i c a l l y predicted by Smith from Wilson's? Ion-capture 
theory^ as- derived from the panper by Whipple and Chaimers 
(1.944.) •• Smith's readings: were taken over short periods, 
of time when i t could be sseLd that the controlling factors 
of potentia-l gradient and wind would not change by more 
than a= t r i v i a l extent. Typical times were about two or 
three minutes. Smith also took readings of potentisel 
gradient and of point-disch^ge current through an a r t i f -
i c i a l point. Smith's: lowest measurable charge was- 0*5pC, 
Hutchinson and Chaimers' 0'03pC, and 0-6pC was the minimum 
charge measurable by Arabadji ( l 9 5 9 ) . Arabadjl a-lso used 
as. technique thai; would permit the c o l l e c t i o n of many drops' 
i n a short time; at the maximum ratte he was collecting' 
at aa. rai;e of l-l drops s ~ l . Arabadji found thart i n sis 
storms out of the ten i n which he took readings the number 
of negatively c h a r g e d drops exceeded t h e number of posit-
i v e l y c h a r g e d drops-, and t h a t t h e asrerage chaTge on t h e 
n e g a t i v e l y c h a r g e d drops was- greater than for t h e p o s i t i v e . 
The general conclusion from apll these r e s u l t s i s that 
tlfire i s a- fiindfflnentffl as3rmmetric nature of the charge 
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d i s t r i b u t i o n of drops brought down. Usually t h i s i s ^ 
such that drops of one sign of cha-rge predominate on 
la r g e r drops and those of the opposite sign, on smaller 
drops. Frequently,, the negative charge i s on the larger 
drops, although t h i s i s probably controlled by the sign 
of the potential gradient i n the region where charging 
takes place. The larger drops also appear' to canrry a^  
greater' net charge,, but t h i s i s to be expected i f the field-
at the surface of the drop i s not to be much greater- for 
smaller drops. The explanation i n terms of Wilson's lon-
captu're theory wi l l . b e given i n section 1.3. 
1.3?. The o r e t i c a l Background. 
Raindrops arriving, at the ground formed originally- by 
coalescence i n the cloud. P a l l i n g out of the cloud they may-
have coalesced with more cloud droplets,, and i n an active 
thundercloud or cumulo-nimbus may have been carr i e d up and 
down i n the updraughts and downdraughts before eventually f a l l -
i n g . In t h i s country, i n a temperate climate,, ae considerable 
proportion of the cloud w i l l consist of i c e p a r t i c l e s and drops 
normally s t a r t as snowflakes,, which are clumps of i c e p a r t i c l e s 
and which melt to produce the drops a f t e r they have f a l l e n to 
the 0*C l e v e l . I n active cumulo-nimbus clouds the updraughts 
may carry se raindrop above the freezing l e v e l when i t may freeze 
and form a', hailstone. In clouds with a strong updraught the 
drops must grow to a larger s i z e before f a i l i n g i f they have to 
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f a l l against the updraught, than i f there i s no or l i t t l e 
updr.aught. Small, drops may fa?ll from ai d i f f e r e n t part of 
the sme cloud„ but i f no large drops- at a'll f a l l then i t may 
be assumed that there is- no strong updraught present. When 
a- drop has f a l l e n out of the cloud i t w i l l be subject to 
wind, possible c o l l i s i o n with other drops,, and„ i f large, the 
p o s s i b i l i t y of spontaneous bre^r-up due to the pressure of a i r 
on i t s lower surface. I t w i l l f a i l most of the wsey at i t s -
terminal v e l o c i t y i n the a i r . At the ground, drops of 
di f f e r e n t sizes- a r r i v i n g at the same time w i l l , by vir t u e 
of their- d i f f e r e n t terminal v e l o c i t i e s and t h e i r d i f f e r e n t 
s u s c e p t i b i l i t i e s to being blown by the wind, have originated 
from d i f f e r e n t parts- of the cloud snd at diff e r e n t times. 
How-much they d i f f e r i n o r i g i n i s a matter f o r speculation;-
the f a c t that drops of the ssane s i z e a r r i v e at the same time 
with d i f f e r e n t charge having apparently passed through the 
same part of the atmosphere at the same time i s confusing. 
During a l l the period of formation and f a l l of a raindrop 
i t i s subject to e l e c t r i c f i e l d s . Charging by some mechanism 
i s i n e v i t a b l e when freezing or melting takes place, and ion 
pa i r s produced by cosmic rays and radioactive substances, 
and point discharge- ions supply a? considerable qusaitity of 
ions that may be picked up. Any explanation of the charging 
observed must take into account a l l the conditions the drop 
f a i l s through and also explain the near-random d i s t r i b u t i o n 
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of charge amongst the drops. 
The charges on drops inside clouds have been observed 
to be much greater than on the drops measured at the ground. 
I t has: already been mentioned that potential gradients inside 
clouds are greater than those below at ground l e v e l . A typ^ 
ica^l quiet non—raining cloud has a potential gradient l e s s than 
1000 Vm~l, but a: thundercloud has t y p i c a l l y aa potentisd. gradient 
of about 100 kym-l„ a' va?lue exceeded by a factor of 2 or 3 
immediately before a- lightning f l a s h . Correspondingly there 
are high potential gradients at the ground below: thunderstorms;,, 
but except when a' lightning f l a s h to ground i s imminent i n the 
immediate v i c i n i t y of the point of measurement, these are an 
oirder of magnitude l e s s than those measured i n the cloud. 
The si-tuation given i s thus-: a cloud contains charged 
p r e c i p i t a t i o n p a r t i c l e s i n both i c e and water phase. There 
i s p otential gradient caused by the separation of charges: 
within the cloud,, and t h i s potential gradient i s : generally 
greater than thsct e x i s t i n g outside the cloud. Separated 
charge causes the potential gradient, and i t i s certain that 
the potentia'l gradient is; involved i n the sepaeration of charge. 
I t i s not important to decide which must come f i r s t a s a l l 
clouds build up graduarlly and the processes vrhich go on i n -
side must also build up i n i n t e n s i t y . The melting of i c e and 
free z i n g of water appear to give r i s e to considerable charging, 
even though the processes concerned are not f u l l y understood. 
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and w i l l not be described here. Charge sepstration occurs 
also i n clouds that do not include the ice-phase by processes 
that presumably take place i n a l l clouds. The most s a t i s f a c -
tory description of charge separation involving f a l l i n g drops, 
ions i n the a i r and an ex i s t i n g potential gradient i s that 
suggested by Wilson (l929) and developed by Whipple and Chalmers 
(1944) and Chalmers(194?). 
Wilson's theory r e f e r s to a drop of radius a f a l l i n g 
under the influence of a v e r t i c a l potential gradient X i n an 
atmosphere containing ions of ei t h e r or both signs of ch«trge. 
The potential gradient polarises the drop, whether or not i t 
has an i n i t i a l charge. The polarised charges on the drop 
a t t r a c t ions of opposite charge from the «uLr, but whether these 
ions a c t u a l l y touch the drop and so a f f e c t the charge depend 
not only on the potential gradient but also the speed of f a l l 
of the drop. When negative ions SEre present the f i n a l charge 
on the drop i s -l2"n'€P^a* where a = drop radius, and -x = v e r t -
i c a l p otential gradient, but i f the conductivities due to the 
ions of each sign are equal then the f i n a l charge i s -2-06Tr£,Xa* . 
This suggests that the f i n a l charge at the ground i s fixed by 
the dimensions of the drop and the potential gradient that i t 
has experienced. Even i f the potential gradient was constant 
between cloud-base and ground t h i s would be an ov e r - s i m p l i f i c a t -
ion. 
Smith (1955) plotted the r e s u l t s he obtained for charge 
r&dius,a 
charge,Q 
T h e o r e t i c a l l o c i of parameters of drops f a l l i n g and 
obeying Wilson's Ion-capture theory. 
( Q J ^ - Q^ r e f e r to various i n i t i a l charges) 
Typicail experimental d i s t r i b u t i o n of drop parameters 
as found by. Smith, with envelope curves. 
Figure 1.1 
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and radius of drops co l l e c t e d i n the presence of point-dischaErge 
current (from ai metal point) as a d i s t r i b u t i o n on as graph, plot-
t i n g charge against radius for each drop me^ured i n a short 
period of time. In some, but not a i l l , cases a c l e a r pattern 
appeared such that the drops could be contained i n an envelope 
of two curves. When t h i s appeared, larger drops would be 
predominantly of one sign and smaller drops of the opposite 
sign. I n his- discussion. Smith made ca'lculationss using the 
formulae for rate of charging i n the paper by Whipple and 
Chalmers. After integration these formulae gave the fins&L 
charge at the ground i n terms of the thickness; of a i r through, 
which the drops: had f a l l e n as well as- i n terms of the i n i t i a l 
charge c a r r i e d , the potential gradient and the v e r t i c a l con-
duction current. Smith assumed a- negative potentia?! gradient 
and m conduction current o f negative ions produced only by 
point discharge from the ground. The r e s u l t s when sketched 
on a d i s t r i b u t i o n graph (See f i g . 1.1.) compare very c l o s e l y 
with Smith's experimental results?. They d i f f e r from the figure 
c a l c u l a t e d by Whipple and Chfflmers because that is?, a?, f i n a l 
l i m i t i n g value of charge,, and Smith's figures state that the 
charging process- i s not complete when the drop reaches; the ground. 
In theory i f the i n i t i a l charges on the drops were zero then they 
would a l l l i e on one curve, but the d i s t r i b u t i o n bounded by two 
curves i s explained i n terms of the v a r i a t i o n i n i n i t i a l charges. 
Not a l l Smith's r e s u l t s followed t h i s pattern; some appeared 
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to have an almost random d i s t r i b u t i o n , probably due to the 
v a r i a t i o n i n v e r t i c a l potential gradient while the drops were 
f a l l i n g or v a r i a t i o n s i n other e f f e c t i v e parameters. Smith.'s 
explanation of h i s r e s u l t s i s limited to conditions where neg-
a t i v e ions predominate,, and point-dischargjB, due to high negat-
i v e potential gradients i s - the cause.. I t also, explains r e s u l t s 
i n terms of p o s i t i v e ions and high positive potential gradients, 
but does: not take into account conditions where point-discharge 
i s not taking place. 
1..4. Present Situation.. 
I f an e x p l a n s E t i o n has been made for the charging of r a i n -
drops i n h i g h - f i e l d conditions, t h i s leaves? open the whole 
range of r a i n f a l l at times when point-discharge i s absent. 
Rain may f a l l as; d r i z z l e from blanketing stra-tus clouds or as: 
heavy- thunderstorm drops; from towering cumulo-nimbus, and indeed 
i n any form over the whole spectrum between these twO) extremes,. 
I n general e l e c t r i c a l a c t i v i t y increases: with cloud turbulence 
a c t i v i t y , suchi that cumu-lus clouds show a more pronounced e l e c t -
r i c a l nature, with corresponding higher potential gradients; than 
do. s t r a t a s clouds:. Results: o f r a i n measurements- are needed i n 
steady r a i n and non-thundery shower r a i n , and, i n general, i n 
a l l conditions- where high potential gradientsB are not present 
and!, point-discharge u n l i k e l y . More information about the na-tctre: 
of point-discharge i s - als;o required, so that we can estimate the 
nature and quantity of the ions under clouds. 
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Smith's discussion includess ions of one sign only, ffljd^ 
i n theory- i f ions of both signs are present..ie-'?^ia'l numbers 
then no net charging w i l l oc2ji»?-''"This should be experiment-
a l l y tested..^^^J.sr'geneTal many more readings i n a l l types- of 
j:a«Jlfall are needed. 
The object of the present work i s to attempt to make 
measurements of raindrop charge and s i z e i n a l l r a i n conditions-
encountered,, together with measurementss of the e a r t h ' s - v e r t i c a l 
p o t e n t i a l gradient at the same time. F a c i l i t i e s a vailable at 
the s i t e s : of observations,, Durham University Observatory and 
the Lanehead F i e l d Centre also aaLlow; wind speed aid direction 
readings to be taken. 
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Chapter 2. 
Apparatus f o r Measuring Raindrops. 
2.1. Introduction. 
An appara-fcus was designed which could be placed out of 
doors to receive raindrops as they f e l l and to measure t h e i r 
r espective e l e c t r i c charges and s i z e s by electronic means. 
The publications of previous workers i n t h i s f i e l d were 
studied so that they might act as a guide to t h i s design and 
a number of new ideas were t r i e d out to see i f they would be 
u s e f u l . Several versions of the apparatus, from now on to 
be referred to as- the "Rain Detector", were produced i n turn, 
each version being an improvement on i t s - predecessors- u n t i l 
an acceptable design had been evolved. 
2.2. Techniques used by Previous Workers. 
2.2,1. Measurement of Charge. 
The e a r l i e s t , measurement of charge was by Gschwend 
(1922) using a s t r i n g electrometer. Chalmers and Pasquill 
(1938) were the f i r s t to use valve amplification, and t h i s 
was also used by Gunn (l949), Hutchinson and Chalmers(l95l), 
Smith (1955), Arabadji (l959) and a l l recent workers. In 
some cases the charge flowed d i r e c t l y into the amplifying. 
c i r c u i t from a c o l l e c t i n g can, but more usually the drop 
has been allowed to f a l l through an induction ring conn-
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ected to the ampl i f i e r . This has the advantage of 
leaving the drop i n t a c t so that other measurements may 
be made upon i t . 
2.2.2. Measurement of Siz e . 
There have been several d i f f e r e n t techniques used 
for measuring; the s i z e s of raindrops. Gschwend (l922~) 
and Hutchinson and Chalmers ( l 9 5 l ) allowed the drops to 
be absorbed i n f i l t e r paper dusted with a dyestuff powder 
and then measured the s i z e of the s t a i n r e s u l t i n g . Gunn 
(1949) and Smith (l955) measured the time i n t e r v a l between 
the two pulses produced as each drop f e l l through two 
spa<:ed induction rings. This time would give the term-
i n a l v e l o c i t y of eaEch drop, which w i l l give the s i z e of 
the drop when compared with taisles of terminal velocity, 
f o r example those of Best (l950).. The terminal v e l o c i t -
i e s of drops of diameter; greater than 6mm dismeter vary 
by only %% and so Smith used another technique for l a r g e r 
drops.. He l e t the drops f a l l between two plsEtes which 
acted a-s a capacitor c o n t r o l l i n g the fretjuency of a high 
frequency o s c i l l a t o r . The drop f a l l i n g between the plates-
a l t e r e d the capacity, and therefore the frequency of the 
o s c i l l a t o r . When t h i s change of frequency was; mea-sured, 
i t could be used to indicate the s i z e of the drop f a l l i n g 
through, the apparatus. 
Arabadji (1959) measured the s i z e of his-drops'by 
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measuring the impulse caused as the drops h i t a small 
p l a t e . He gives few details: i n h i s paper, but does, say 
that a p i e z o - e l e c t r i c c r y s t a l was- used to receive the 
im-pulse and give a voltage pulse related to the mag^ 
nitude of the impact. 
Using, an appara-tus mounted on an a i r c r a f t for within— 
cloud observations: of water drops-, Fluegge and P i l i e (1965) 
mieasured the s i z e s of drops by an o p t i c a l method.. The 
drops pass;ed through, a collimated beam o f l i g h t and the 
smount of l i g h t to be scattered was- measured-. 
2.3. Comparison of Previouai Techniques-. 
A l l previous: workers have used b a s i c a l l y s i m i l a r methods 
of chargje measurement,, diffisring only i n the type of e l e c t r o -
meter used. The methods used for measuring s i z e are very 
v a r i e d and show; wide differences i n speed and convenience. 
The e a r l y technique of absorbing the dro.ps aaid measuring the 
s t a i n produced i s SIOWJ as^ the operator cannot measure more 
than one of two drops- at a time, and the recording of r e s u l t s 
cannot be snitomated. A l l the other techniques- allow; the s i z e 
of the drop to be converted into, an e l e c t r i c signal which may-
be used i n an automatic recording system. The o p t i c a l method 
is - s u f f i c i e n t l y accurate, but i n a ground-based system would 
need large lenses:, leading not only to considerai)le expense 
but also to a d i f f i c u l t pt^ysical set-up. The ^ a l l velocity-
and capacitance techniquces need a com^plex: e l e c t r o n i c c i r c u i t 
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when compared with the simpler a l t e r n a t i v e of using a^  plate 
or diaphragm with a p i e z o - e l e c t r i c sensing: device., 
2.4. Preliminary Design Attempts. 
2.4.1. Charge Measurement. 
A suggestion by the l a t e Professor J.J:.. Chalmers 
fo r using; an electromagnetic method for' measuring- charge 
was; investigated. The idea', was that the charged r a i n -
drop should pass: through, a? ring of ferromagnetic mater-
i a l which c a r r i e d a t o r o i d a l winding. The charged drop 
would then act as- the primary of ai transfonner, and the:-
toroidal, winding- would act a^ the secondary. The out-
put of t h i s would then be rel a t e d to- the chargo on the 
drop and also to the drop v e l o c i t y r e l a t i v e to the r i n g . 
However, the output s i g n a l would be too smffill to am,plify 
even with a core of the maximum avail a b l e permeability, 
the miammum number of!' windings- and the maximum attainable 
r e l a t i v e v e l o c i t y between drop and ri n g , f o r a l l drops- of 
usual magnitude of charge. The electromagnetic method 
could not be adopted and therefore the e l e c t r o s t a t i c 
induction method was? chosen. 
2.4.2^. Size Measurement. 
A variaition of Aratadji-'s: impact plate technique 
was; chosen a f t e r consideration of i t s fundamental simp-
l i c i t y as discussed i n Section 2\2\ The f i r s t idea' was; 
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to use a l o u d s p e ^ e r as the detector. A droplet h i t t i n g 
the cone would cause a fluc-tTuation, and the loudspeaker' 
c o i l acting i n the same manner as the c o i l of a moving-
c o i l microphone would produce an e l e c t r i c a l s i g n a l . 
Althoughi t h i s would have solved a l l problems, of mounting; 
the impact diaphragm, once the loudspeaker chassis' had 
been f i x e d , the paper cone would hav-e been very -vulnerable, 
to rainwater and d i f f i c u l t to protect. After the loud-
speaker idea had been re j e c t e d , a paper diaphragm cemented' 
to a p i e z o - e l e c t r i c ceramic element at the centre and' 
supported on sponge rubber round the edge was tried.. I f 
t h i s had been successful the paper would have been replacv 
ed by a water-repellant material. I t was however too. b i g 
at 600 mm diameter to be s e n s i t i v e to small raindrops and 
the scale of the whole apparatus had to be severely reduc-
ed. The p i e z o - e l e c t r i c ceramic, element was- e f f e c t i v e as 
a mechanical sensing device and so was retained. A mica^ 
d i s c of 60mm' diameter was t r i e d as: the receiving plate. 
The ceramic element was cemented to the centre of t h i s and" 
the r e s u l t seemed s u c c e s s f u l . The only f a u l t that remain-
ed for p r a c t i c a l measurement was that the e l e c t r i c a l pulse 
output from the ceramic element varied for drops of the 
same s i z e f a l l i n g on d i f f e r e n t parts of the d i s c . This 
was apparently due to a^  twist imparted to the ceramic 
element when the drops f e l l away from the centre of the 
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plate. To eliminate t h i s the plate was- mounted on a' 
hinged wire (see f i g . 3-4.) and thus only rested on the 
cerfflnic element instead of being cemented to i t . No 
twis t could then be transmitted to the ceramic element, 
and i t was found that the e l e c t r i c output was consistent 
f o r drops of the same s i z e , i r r e s p e c t i v e of what pstrt of 
the im.pact plate they h i t . 
F i g . 3.2"'. shows that the masimum aeperture of. the 
appara-tus to receive drops i s controlled by the mffirimum 
plate s i z e . The aper-ture even-bually chosen vaw. 4*7om-
diameter. A smaller diameter was t r i e d but found to be 
too small to receive much r a i n . 
Figure 3.1 The head-unit i n the f i e l d 
ptrspex 
circuit 
Doaras 
induction 
—- rings 
impact 
brass ceramic 
element 
angles 
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16 gauge 
material: brass 
I 1 1 1 
0 10 20 30 mm 
Fig. 3.2. Mechan ica l design of head-un i t 
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Chapter 3. 
The Rain Detector. 
3.1. Introduction. 
The previous chapter describes the preliminary wort 
leading up to the f i n a l design of the r a i n detector. In i t s ; 
complete form t h i s consists of a? head u n i t which stands? out-
side i n the f i e l d and receives the raindrops, and which is-
connected by cable to ai recording u n i t i n the lai)ora3tory» The 
electronic c i r c u i t s i n the head u n i t transmit pulses correspond-
ing to the two parameters, charge and size, of ea<;h raindrop 
detected aiong the cables to the recording u n i t which then 
converts these pulses i n t o a v i s i b l e displsBjr on an oscilloscope. 
Each drop collected has; two parameters to be measured: size 
and e l e c t r i c charge. I t i s convenient to plot these as; co-
ordinates^ on a graph and t h i s can be done automatically produc-
ing, a two-dimensional display of spots on an oscilloscope screen. 
Each spot then corresponds to one raindrop and the co—ordinastes 
of i t s - p o s i t i o n on the screen correspond to the two measured 
parameters.. A camerm i s f i t t e d to the oscilloscope to make 
permanent record of the spots, one frame of f i l m being ex-
posed f o r every two or three minutes of r a i n . I am indebted" 
to Dr.. r. Stromberg f o r t h i s idea> 
3;.2» Mechanical Construction^ 
Figure 3.2. shows the mechanical lay-out of the head-unit. 
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Q) 
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The frame of the u n i t i s b u i l t of angle—section brass, the 
remainder.' of the construction being of brass and aluminium 
sheet. Drops of r a i n f a l l i n g i n t o the apparatus pass f i r s t 
through the induction cylinder, which i s of brass supported by 
perspex,, and then i n t o the bottom of the u n i t to s t r i k e the im-
pact plat e . Raindrops h i t t i n g the head-unit and not entering 
spHash on the cone. The angle of the cone helps to prevent 
any-droplets from the splash from entering the u n i t . The inner 
cone prevents drops- that h i t the induction cylinder from dropp-
ing on to the impact platte. Water drains- out of the apparatus 
through the tube at the bottom. The electronic c i r c u i t s i n the 
head-unit are fastened to one of the side-panels where they are 
safisly protected from the rain-water (s.ee f i g u r e 3.3').-
Figure 3.4 shows the impact plate which receives the r a i n -
drops at the bottom of the apparatus. A micai disc of 30iiffli 
diameter is^ cemented to a shallow; cone of expanded po.lyst3rrene 
of the same diameter and 5mm^  depth. The plate produced is-, 
cemented to. a wire coupled to aa hinge 30mm away from the centre 
of the plate and bent so as to present a- f l a t piece which rests-
on a ceramic element mounted separately. This sarrangement en-
sures that the v e r t i c a l impulse received by the plate i s t r a n s -
mitted d i r e c t l y to the ceramic element. The ceramic element 
i s covered with two layers of p l a s t i c i n s u l a t i n g tape i n order 
to protect i t from the rainwater and to increase the natural 
damping. The wire cemented^ to the plate i s protected from the 
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water by a t h i n coating of vaseline. The electricaL conn-
ections^ to the ceramic element are made at the mounted end,. 
The whole u n i t i s f i x e d i n a- gimbarlled mounting so that 
i t may be swung i n any d i r e c t i o n t,o face the r a i n (s^e fi g u r e 
3.1.). 
3vJ. Electronic Design of the Head-Unit. 
The charge a m p l i f i e r shown i n f i g u r e 3.5. (aa)' smplifiess 
the charge induced on the induction r i n g . The high-impedsmce 
input needed by the induction r i n g i s supplied by an electro-
meter va?lve with lOOfe resistor.. The output of t h i s i s fed 
i n t o an emitter follower ( T r l ) which supplies; a^  high-gain 
stage (Tr2). The las^; trsmsdstor (Tr3) i s connected as; 
ano.ther emitter follower, giving an output impedance f o r the 
whole c i r c u i t of about IKa. Prom the c o l l e c t o r of the l a s t 
t r m s i s t o r ai negaitive feedback loop i s connected to-, the lOOpP 
input capacitor.. The IjiP capacitor between t h i s connection 
and eaTth i s to f i l t e r out high frequency noise. The effect 
of t h i s feedback loo.p is? to give a long time constant to the 
whole c i r c u i t thus:-
T =^kRC 
where T = time constant 
k =• o v e r a l l gain = 200 
R = input resistance == 1 0 % 
C = input capacitor = lO^Op 
thus T = ^ s 
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The output voltage i s given by: 
where V = output voltages 
Q = charge induced on the ring-
C,.k: as above 
The a m p l i f i e r f o r the impact c i r c u i t i s shown i n figure^ 3f.5 
(b).. This i s simply two Danclington p a i r c i r c u i t s capacitor-
coupled acting as^ at current amplifier'. The: overall voltage-
amplifica?tion i s one. On i t s own t h i s c i r c u i t i n t e r f e r e s badly 
with the charge c i r c u i t and i t was necessasry to pui; i n a? 
dlrpiicaite c i r c u i t acting, out of" phase, with the- f i r s t to cancel 
out the interference. The output from the ceramic element i s 
humdingered acros-s the two 4.7Mai input r e s i s t o r s to the ampli-
f y i n g c i r c u i t s . The f i n a l outpuit i s taken from only one of 
the circuits-, g i v i n g an output impedsaice of aSaout 50QcT!. 
3.4. The- Recording System. 
TLe recording system i s designed to cope with ther signffil. 
pulses from the head u n i t and to convert these daAsi i n t o a' 
two—dimensional displffjr on aai oscillosco-pe screen^ Figure; 3.6 
i s m block'diagram showing; the layout of the system.. I n p r i n -
c i p l e the heights of the pulses coming from the head u n i t are-
increasred to a^  value between 0..1V.and 5V by amplifiers with 
switched gain-control. The pulses- are lengthened to an appro-
ximastely square-wave shape whose height i s the- ssme as th£Et of 
the pulse fed i n . These lengthened pulses aTe fed to the 
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X- and Y- plates- of the oscilloscope causing the; spot to move 
from i t s neutral p o s i t i o n to pos i t i o n determined by the pulse-
heights. At the same time the- timer c i r c u i t sends another 
pulss to brighten the spot f o r 100ms at the end of which time 
a l l the c i r c u i t s are re-set to be ready to receive the next 
pulses?. 
3.4.1 The Timer. 
The c i r c u i t represented on the block diagran by the? 
boxes; marked T I and H2> i s showa. i n f i g u r e 3.7. The pre-
a m p l i f i e r designed to feed the:- m u l t i v i b r a t o r consists? of 
two transistors-, T r l smd Tr2, a;cting- as high-gain amplif-
i e r s capacitor-coupled with ai potentiometer gain c o n t r o l . 
This part of the c i r c u i t amplifies the impact pulse re-
ceived from the hea-d u n i t s u f f i c i e n t l y to trigger' the 
m u l t i v i b r a t o r (Tr3) and Tr4), and the gain control can be 
adjusted so that the c i r c u i t i s j u s t s u f f i c i e n t l y sensitive 
f o r the smallest drops that w i l l produce a f i n i t e reading-
of size. I t i s important that the c i r c u i t should not 
t r i g g e r j u s t because the head u n i t i s subject to a breath 
of wind. The t r i g g e r i n g pulse- go;es vias. the diode to set 
o f f a conventional one-shot m u l t i v i b r a t o r . The output of 
t h i s i s fed i n t o a two-transistor c i r c u i t acting as pulse^ 
squarer (Tr5 and Tr6). I t is; important that thet squaare^ 
pulse should have sharp corners- f o r supplying the reset 
pulse.. The negative square pulse from the pulse: shaper 
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is- inverted by TrS and the positive pulse which r e s u l t s 
i s used tO' modulai;e the brightness of the oscilloscope. 
The same pulse i s fed i n t o a Darlington pair (Tr9 and TrIO) 
to prodace a low.- impedance output suitable to feed the 
pulse lengtheners as a reset pulse (see section 3.4.2). 
The pulse i s aa po s i t i v e square pulse of 8V height and 
lOOms length. 
3.4.2 Impact Amplifier and Pulse Lengthener. 
Figure 3.S i s m diagram of the^ c i r c u i t which deals 
with the pulses from the impact amplifier i n the head 
u n i t (P3' and P4 i n the; block diagram). The pulses- cons-
i s t of a- negative pulse followed by ar-. t r a i n of decaying 
o s c i l l a t i o n s which die away completely w i t h i n the reset 
time of lOOms. The pulses:- f i r s t pass; through an att e n — 
usRtor f o r Iz", lOx and lOOx and then i n t o ai s i n gle stage 
high-gain a m p l i f i e r ^ T r l . On the input an 0,.l\iF cagac-
i t o r leaks any high frequency oscillai;ion to e ^ t h . After 
the amplifying stage an emitter follower,, Tr^, reduces the 
impedance to prepare f o r the pulse lengthening c i r c u i t 
which follows. The pulse lengthener is^ capacitor^coupled 
to the ampl i f i e r and s t a r t s with i t s own emitter follower, 
Tr3, to drop the imped^ce r i g h t down to about 40QCD. From 
the emitter the negative pulse passes through £E diode to 
charge a^  lOuP capacitor.. Once the capacitor i s charged 
negatively the chargje cannot easily leak back- through the: 
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diode so the pulse height i s held and only begins- to die 
away very slowly. This point of the c i r c u i t is- d i r e c t l y 
connected to> the T— input of the oscilloscope- to .produce 
the d e f l e c t i o n i n the v e r t i c a l d i r e c t i o n on the screen. 
After the spot has moved downwards: i t i s l i t by the 
modulating pulse from the timer f o r lOOmsv At the end 
of the. 100ms the brightness- dies and a reset pulse d i s -
charges the 10|iF capacitor. The reset signal, l i k e the 
brightness: s i g n a l , consists of a positive square pulse of 
100ms length. T&is passes i n t o a d i f f e r e n t i a t i n g c i r c u i t 
of 25fi'F against 4Ta\ converting i t to ai positive spike 
followed 100ms- l a t e r by a negative spike.. The; t r a n s i s t o r , 
Tr4;, i s held hard o f f and i s unaffexjted by the positive 
spike.. The negative spike-however sends; the- c o l l e c t o r 
hard p o s i t i v e thus discharging the lOjiF capacitor. The 
diode then leaks the excess- positive charge r a p i d l y aixsy 
and the p o t e n t i a l of the capacitor reverts to the neutral 
p o s i t i o n ready f o r the next raindrop. 
3.4.-3 The Charge Amplifier and Pulse Lengtheners. 
The c i r c u i t s represented on the block diagram by 
boxes- Q2\ Q3, Q4.+ and Q4;- and shown i n figure? 3'. 9 are 
b a s i c a l l y the same as the impact c i r c u i t s described above. 
The differences- allow; f o r the f a c t that the pulses to be 
processed are smiailer and also may be either positive or 
negative and have a much longer duration. A l l the charge 
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c i r c u i t s are designed to: cope with ai time constsmt of the 
order of. I K . An extrm amplifying stage, T r l , i s put be-
fo r e the attenuajtor, and three: small capacitors were; con-
nected between the input and the outputs of both ajnplify--
ing stages to remiove high frequency o s c i l l a t i o n coming 
from the head a m p l i f i e r . The: pulses from the: head u n i t 
are simple pulses of length determined by the time of f a l l 
of the raindrop through the induction r i n g , and are: f o l l -
owed by no o s c i l l a t o r y t r a i n of pulses. 
The simple form of pulse lengthener described i n 
section 3'.4i.2 w i l l only^ deal with negative pulses, so two 
lengtheners are used f o r the charge pulses, one preceded 
by an inverting- stage (Tr3). Two sepaTate outputs are the 
re s u l t of t h i s c i r c u i t , both csErrying an equai d.c, bias 
and both producing negative square pulses-. By^  connecting 
these ,to cpposing; X- plate s m p l i f i e r s , labelled Xi md X^, 
the outputs may be ma-de to work against each other, such 
that the d.c;. bias of each cancels the effect of the other, 
and the pulses of each move the spot i n the opposite, direc-
t i o n to the other. P o s i t i v e l y charged raindrops w i l l then 
move the spot to the r i g h t , and negatively charged drops to. 
the l e f t . Thus a complete p l o t of impact against charge 
can be pl o t t e d i n the two lower quadrants of the graph on 
the oscilloscope screen. 
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3.4.4 The Oscilloscope and Camera?. 
The electronic c i r c u i t s of the recording system thai; 
have been described above are housed i n S' rack on a-' frame 
along with the amplifiers and meters operating from the 
f i e l d - m i l l s (see chapter 5). The oscilloscope and cffinersa 
(figuTei 3.10.) S3tand on an adjoining bench. The o s c i l l o s -
cope, a Solartron CD.1014 i s ffi double-besan oscilloscope of 
which only one J- input i s used f o r t h i s experiment. The 
X- inputs a^ re v i a sockets on the back of the- chassis and 
these sockets may be linked to the i n t e r n a l time-base and 
X-s h i f t controls, but i n t h i s case are d i r e c t l y connected 
to the recording system outputs.. There i s a^ s i m i l a r socket 
f o r the brightness or Z- modulation of the spot, but as- t h i s 
i s connected to the cathode rsey tube g r i d by- a 0.03nF capac-
i t o r the time constant i s rather shorter than 100ms.. The 
brightness pulse from' the timer has therefore been connected 
to the g r i d via? a? O.SjiF capacitor strapped to the outside 
of the oscilloscope chassis:. 
The camera' used i s ai single: lens r e f l e x zenith with a-
f/3^5, 50mm. Industar lens?.. A supplementary lens- was added 
so that the camerai would focus- down to ahout 200mm. An 
oscilloscope camera-' cone was designed aaid b u i l t to f i t the; 
particulCT oscilloscope and camera?. I t allows; f o r the cone 
to be removed from the oscilloscope by the removai of four 
screws. 
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3.4.5 Power Supplies-. 
Three d i f f e r e n t d.c.. voltage supplies are required 
f o r the various c i r c u i t s : 24V f o r the^pulse lengtheners, 
18V f o r the charge head amp l i f i e r and 12V f o r the remain-
der. The f i e l d - m i l l c i r c u i t s require the same Voltages. 
The 24.V i s supplied by aa. Parnell L30 regulated povrer supply, 
and the 18V required by the inverted f i e l d - m i l l i s supplied 
by 8B. Farnell MSTT regulated power supply.. The 18V f or the 
chsETge head a m p l i f i e r i s supplied by a battery of Flag dry 
c e l l s , since the c i r c u i t w i l l t o l e r a t e no mains noise^ such 
as would come from a mains power supply. The 12V i s sup-
p l i e d by- two lead-acid batteries:, one o f which may be re-
charged while the other i s i n use. 
When i n use at the Lanehead Fi e l d Centre the 12V 
batt e r i e s were replaced by a d.c. power supply b u i l t and 
le n t f o r the purpose by Mr. M.F. Stringfellow, a fellow 
student. The 18V supply f o r the charge c i r c u i t consisted 
of two 9V t r a n s i s t o r radio batteries connected i n series. 
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Chiapter 4-
Calib r a t i o n of the Rain Detector. 
4.1.. Introduction. 
During; the. design process: the vasrious p ^ t s of the r a i n 
detector were tested to show whether they would be s u l t ^ l e 
f o r the sizes and charges of raindrops that were expected. 
The e a r l i e s t altersEtions- of the design were^ to; ensure that the 
impact plate would be sensitive to raindrops, and one of the 
l a s t a l t e r a t i o n s was to ensure that results would be independ-
ent of the positi o n on the impact plate which the drop strikes'.. 
SiroilaTly the charge am p l i f i e r was designed with the help of 
tests using drops charged i n the laboratory. These tests were 
not conclusive so a switched gain control was added to the re-
cording system amplifiers so that the equipment could deal with 
a^  much wider range of drop sizes and charges- than was- expected. 
4.2-?. Charge Calibration. 
A device f o r producing a r t i f i c i a l l y charged drops was need-
ed. This was- b u i l t f o llowing closely a> design used by Hatch-
inson (l949) which consisted of a. c y l i n d r i c a l earthed outer 
body of brass= wholly containing a. c y l i n d r i c a l glass vessel in t o 
which was- f i t t e d a narrowed tube to act as a. water dropper. The 
water flow.- was controlled by a= tap on a. tube f i t t e d Into the top 
of the glass cylinder. An e l e c t r i c a l connection was made to the-
water i n the cylinder.. A drop appearing on the end of the dropper 
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was then i n an e l e c t r i c f i e l d between i t and the earthed outer 
body causing i t to acquire ee charge which i t carried out of the 
device. 
The charge so formed on the drop would be affected by the 
p o t e n t i a l difference between the water and the earthed container, 
and the size of the drops. The same glass dropping tube -wsm 
used throughout the work: and the pressure of the water at the 
t i p of the dropper was always atmospheric, varying by only small 
degrees, so i t has been assumed that a i l the drops were of the: 
same size. The change on the drop i s then proportional to the 
f i e l d i t encounters immediately before dropping, and t h i s i n 
tu r n i s proportional to the potentiail difference between the water 
and the earthed container. The drop chaiges- are then proportionsEl 
to the voltage applied to the water. 
The dropper was i t s e l f calibrated by allowing a? known number 
of charged drops to f i a l l from i t i n t o ai conducting container 
connected to earth v i a a'0.5uF caipacitor. When about a thous-
and drops had been collected the capacitor wa-s discharged through 
a b a l l i s t i c galvanometer. This was- repeated ai number of times, 
wi t h voltages up to 670V applied to thej dropper, stnd then the 
container was charged d i r e c t l y to 1.5V when holding wsrter, smd 
dischaxged a f t e r various time intervals: to estimate the degree 
of leakage resistmice, and the absolute charge on each drop. 
The average change per drop per v o l t agpplied to the dropper was 
found to be 0.24pC. 
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4.3. Impact Calibration. 
I t wa^ > asBumed that a i l drops received by the apparatus 
would be f a i l i n g at t h e i r terminal v e l o c i t y . Assuming that 
a l l drops are: spherical the only independent variables that 
can a f f e c t the impact are mass and v e l o c i t y . By the f i r s t 
assumption the v e l o c i t y i s determined by the radius of the drop, 
which I n i t s t urn i s dependent on the mass:. Therefore, the 
impact i s wholly dependent on the radius or msEss- of the drop. 
For c a l i b r a t i o n i t was possible to produce a small niunber 
of d i f f e r e n t sizes? o f drop i n the laiorffitory, but to drop them 
only through ai short distmce so that they could not reach 
te r m i n a l v e l o c i t y . The droppers used consisted of glass tubes 
of 15mm diameter and 50mm: long sealed to short lengths of narr-
ow tubing-. Each piece of tubing was drawn int o as narrow, spout 
which was ground do-wn to give a small aperture through which the 
droplets could f a l l . The radius of droplets f a l l i n g from these 
tubes was controlled by the wetted area of the glass surrounding 
the aperture. This could be reduced by wiping on to the nozzle 
a t h i n layer of petroleum j e l l y . By these means two tubes were 
prepared and selected which would supply droplets of the larges-f 
and smallest size that i t was possible to produce.. The droplets 
were measured by counting a^  hundred o f f i n t o previously weighed 
containers? and weighing the r e s u l t . 
The tubes were then set up i n -turn above the r a i n - c o l l e c t i n g 
equipment. The distance from the impact plate to the t i p of the 
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nozizie was- varied over the range 50 to 600mm aaid droplets were 
allowed to f a l l on to the plate. The voltage pulse from the 
imjpact p l a t e was noted on sn oscilloscope f o r each size of drop.'-
l e t and distance of f a l l . I n passing, i t was; noticed that the 
voltag^e pulse height was the sme f o r consecutive droplets f a i l -
ing from the same height w i t h i n the error of personal observation. 
The r e s u l t s are shown on f i g u r e 4.1. 
The c a i i b r s E t i o n curves of voltage pulse against height from 
which the drop f a i l s show curves f o r heights^ up to 300nmi and 
the r e a f t e r aa lineai- section.. The lineaEr section implies an 
impact pulse proportionsEl to the energy of drops of equaiL mass, i . e . 
V = -g- mv^^ X constant 
or Vocv^2 _ ( i ) 
where V = voltage pulse from impact 
V^ .=: v e l o c i t y of drop before impax;t 
m —- mass of drop. 
Considering; the impact plate and ceramic support as a system 
set i n t o damped o s c i l l a t i o n by the impuls-e of the drop^, and 8EB-S-
umlng; the period of o s c i l l a t i o n to be much greater than the totsd. 
time i n which the impact takes place, then, by conservation of 
momen-tum; 
mv^ ^ Mv^ ;, - (2') 
where M: — e f f e c t i v e mass of impact plate 
v^, — v e l o c i t y of plate immediately a f t e r impact.. 
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By conservation of energy 
iMv^^ - i k x - (3) 
where x = maximum displacement of impact plate 
k = constant (assuming force i s proportional to 
displacement) 
Prom formulae {^,{2) and (3) i t follows that 
v^2^ X - (4) 
and, given that the piezo-electric element gives a 
voltage proportional to i t s displacement, 
v^2^ V - (1) 
as suggested by the c a l i b r a t i o n curves f o r constant m. 
I f i t i s assumed that the energy equation V = -^ mv + 
constant applies f o r d i f f e r i n g values of m, 
then sts 
mot r ^ 
where r - radius of drop, then 
Vocv^r^ - (5) 
2 3 
To t e s t t h i s the values of v r were calculated f o r a l l the 
heights and sizes- of drops- used i n the csrlibration, and these 
values were plott e d against the voltage pulses which drops had 
produced. The r e s u l t i s shown i n f i g u r e 4.2. In the case of 
each drop size two d i f f e r e n t s t r a i g h t l i n e s appear, representing 
two d i f f e r e n t types of impact on the plate. The gradients of 
the l i n e s appear to be the same f o r each drop, i f each mode of 
impact i s considered separately. The lines with greater gradient 
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are almost coincident and appear to pass- nearly through the 
o r i g i n , but the others, although p a r a l l e l , are not coincident, 
and„ i f produced,, do not pass through the o r i g i n . 
The lines: of the graph i n f i g u r e 4.2: f o r values of V less-
thmi 1.5V can be represented by the equation 
V - k ^ v ^ r ^ - (5) 
where k^ i s a. constant. 
The extension of the pl o t i n f i g u r e 4.2' representing dropr-
l e t s f a l l i n g from the greater heights can be represented by 
V = k2V^r^+ f ( r ) - (6) 
where k^ . i s a constant, and f ( r ) i s a function of the 
radius r . 
4.4. Relation of Calibration to the Oscilloscope Records. 
The readings^ were taken by photogr^hing the oscilloscope 
screen as described i n Chapter 3. The maximum v e r t i c a l d i s -
placement of the spot on the screen was- 40mm downwsH*ds: only. 
The maaclmum horizontal displacement was- 20mm. r i g h t and 20mmi 
l e f t . . These displacements- represent pulse heights of 2V f o r 
thelT- input and 2V f o r each of the X- inputs. When drops 
charged to 30V i n the dropper described i n Section 4.2' were 
allowed to f a i l i n t o the appara-bus, the spot on the screen 
moved with a horizontal component of I3111111. From the c a l i b r a t i o n 
described i n Section 4.2' these drops carried a charge of 0.72pC. 
The charge per u n i t displacement i s then: 
5.54. X lO'^ pCmm""'-
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Or, i n p r a c t i c a l terms, a maximum displacement o f + 20mm 
w i l l be produced by drops of + l.lpC charge. A l l drops that 
have greater charge than t h i s value w i l l cause the same disi-
placement of + 20mm. Drops of smailer charge cause a. proport-
i o n a l l y smaller displacement of the spot.. A difference of 
charge of 0.05pC w i l l be barely distinguishable because that 
charge i s represented by 1mm on the screen, which is:-of the 
order of the size of the luminous spot. For the sane reason 
drops of charge less than 0.05pC w i l l appeaer to have no charge. 
The maximum Y- displacement represents 2.0V, which, due to 
attenuation i n the c i r c u i t , represents^ 3»0V output from the 
2 3 
impact p l a t e . Taking Voiv r as: ffi rough guide f o r the r e l a t -
ionship between drop size and voltag,e pulse, and using Best's 
(l95'0) tables? f o r terminal v e l o c i t y with respectk to radius, then 
the r e l a t i o n s h i p between Y- displacement and drop size is- thus:-placement Impact pulse 2-- 3 c r „ Radius 
(mm) (V) (m^s-2xl0"^) (mm) 
0 0 0 $0.-5 
5 0.37 0.1 0.7 
10 0.75 0.25 0.9 
15 1U3 0.4 0.95 
20 1.50 0..6 1.0 
25 1.S8 1.-0 1.1 
30 2.25 1.4 1.3 
35 2.63 1.7 1.4 
40 3.00 2.0 >1^5 
This- i s a. working table. Appendix B gives m complete 
2 3 
der i v a t i o n o f values; of v r from Best's tables-. The important 
features are that a l l drops that overload the apparatus-, and gi v e 
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f u l l - s c a l e Y— deflections are of 3nim diameter or more, ssad those 
g i v i n g no apparent d e f l e c t i o n are less than 1mm diameter. Values 
of sizes; of drops between the l i m i t s of 0.5mm and 1..5mm radius-
are approximate only, and should only be treated as accurate toi 
w i t h i n +10^-. This has; been considered when deriving conclusions 
from the experimental results-^ 
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Chapter 5. 
Measurement o f Potential Gradient. 
5.1. Necessity f o r Potential Gradient Measurements:. 
The various theories about raindrop charging have been 
discussed i n Chapter 1. A l l processes o f e l e c t r i f i c a t i o n t ^ e 
i n t o account the e l e c t r i c f i e l d acting i n the region concerned, 
and i n the case of the theory of Wilson (l929) as applied by 
Smith (1955) the region i s that between cloud and ground. The 
potentispl gradient i n t h i s region i s therefore of paramount im-
portance i n any discussion of r a i n e l e c t r i c i t y . Although i t 
was- not possible to measure the po t e n t i a l gradient at d i f f e r e n t 
heights w i t h the simple apparatus available, measurements were 
made at the ground to be used as- a^  guide to the conditions at 
higher l e v e l s . I n some cases the measurements may only suggest 
the general strength of the f i e l d , but often they w i l l give the 
sign and a more accurate measure of the f i e l d strength. This-
i s confirmed by observation of as. ground based f i e l d - m i l l when 
single clouds pass over the s i t e of observation. A symmetrical 
pattern occurs i n which the po t e n t i a i gradient f i r s t rises; to aa 
high value, then reverses the sign to ffi high f i e l d of the f i r s t 
sign foilowed by a relaxat i o n to the o r i g i n a l low: p o t e n t i a l 
gradient chara<;teristics of fair-weather conditions. This' 
simple pattern i s dependent on the sign or p o l a r i t y of the cloud 
and c l e a r l y demonstrates that the po t e n t i a l gradient requires; the 
presence of the cloud to reach high values, of at least an order 
Figure 5.1 The f i e l d - m i l l . 
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of m^nitude greater than f i e l d strengths caused by space 
charge i n clear a i r . Therefore, I have assumed that the 
p o t e n t i a l gradient i s generally consistent i n the region 
between clbud-base and ground, that is; that high values at 
one height suggest high values at another, and s i m i l a r l y f o r 
low-values. Notes were taken of the p o t e n t i a l gradient that 
applied f o r every exposure made with the r a i n detector. 
What follows i s a description of the f i e l d - m i l l used at 
the Observatory. At Laaiehead a s i m i l a r instrument was; used. 
5.2. The F i e l d - M i l l . 
5.2.1. Physical Description. 
The f i e l d - m i l l has: been used by the majority of re-
search workers i n the Atmospheric E l e c t r i c i t y Group at 
Durham, and requires no detailed description here. The 
f i e l d - m i l l used was powered by an a.c. synchronous motor 
r o t a t i n g at 2700 revolutions; per minute. I t had a four-
vaned r o t o r i n the form of aa Maltese cross, a- similaer s t a t o r 
mounted- above the r o t o r when the m i l l is" upright, and a 
complete disc below the r o t o r acted as the detector plate. 
The upper stator. was then used as a^  bias platev The signal 
frequency f o r t h i s m i l l was therefore ISOliz. 
The m i l l was mounted i n an inverted p o s i t i o n , that i s 
w i t h the r o t o r - s t a t o r assembly facing downwards:, s l i g h t l y 
less^ than two metres aho.ve the ground on a Handy-Angle frame 
as shown i n f i g u r e 5.1. The box: of the m i l l containing the 
screen 
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Figure 5.2. F i e l d - M i l l Amplifiers 
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. 
head amp l i f i e r and the motor was s-hrouded by an aluminium. 
hood open only on the bottom. A second piece of aluminium 
was; shaded so that i t could be s i i d e a s i l y on to the hood 
to close the bottom face completely. When t h i s was? done 
the biasi of the m i l l could be set to give the zero.reading. 
Tke hood also protected the equipment from p r e c i p i t a t i o n . 
5.2.2. E l e c t r o n i c Description. 
The c i r c u i t used for the f i e l d - m i l l i s shown i n figure 
5.2. Part of the head amplifier was enclosed i n a i metal 
box: inside the f i e l d - m i l l u n i t so that i t would be screened 
e l e c t r o s t a t i c a i l y from, the motor. The f i r s t three stages; 
of the c i r c u i t sre s i m i l a r to those used i n the. chaarge 
c i r c u i t of the r a i n detector. I t i s not i n f a c t necessary 
to use £01 electrometer va?lve for t h i s application as- ar. c i r -
c u i t of s u f f i c i e n t l y high input impedance using t r a n s i s t o r s 
has been devised since t h i s arrangement was put to use. 
The valve gives a high-impedance input for receiving, 
the 180Hz si g n a l from the detector plaite. The f i r s t 
t r a j i s i s t o r stage, T r l ^ an emitter-follower, feeds an a=tt-
enuator whose value was adjusted during testing to fin d the 
most sui t a b l e o v e r a l l gain. The t r a n s i s t o r Tr2 i s i n a' 
voltage gain stage feeding into a p a r a i l e l - T f i l t e r of 10km 
impedsHice adjusted to cut out the mains interference freq-
uency of 50Hz:. Another emitter-follower, TrJ", feeds the 
l i n e carrying the signal to the laboratory. The c i r c u i t 
t 1mA 
Meter 
Reading 
Applied P o t l . Gradient 
Figure 5.3 
C a l i b r a t i o n graph of F i e l d - M i l l 
(upright mounting) 
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i n the lahora?tory i s designed to feed a 0-lmA milliaiameter 
or s> s i m i l a r recording milliammeter» The t r a n s i s t o r Tr4 
i s a voltage gain s t s ^ e , Tr5 an emitter-follower feeding 
the r e c t i f y i n g c i r c u i t . The t r a n s i s t o r Tr6 i s a d.c. 
stage with the meter i n the c o l l e c t o r c i r c u i t . The to t a l 
r e s i s t s i c e i n the c o l l e c t o r c i r c u i t has to be about 5000), 
the maximum current being 5mA. The resistsmces are ad-
justed to s u i t whichever meter i s i n use at the time. 
The d.c. bias to the stat o r was supplied from a sep-
arate potentiometer off the +24V supply. The bias was 
adjusted to give 50?^'full s c a l e reading f or zsro potential 
gradient. P o s i t i v e potential gradients then reduced the 
current through the m'eter, whilst negative p o t e n t i a l grad-
i e n t s increased the reading. 
5.2.3.. Ca l i b r a t i o n of the F i e l d - M i l l . 
The f i e l d - m i l l was ca l i b r a t e d i n the laboratory to 
check the l i n e a r i t y of the response. The m i l l was placed 
on ai bench facing upwards, and s metal plate with a c i r c u l a r 
hole cut j u s t large enough to axscommodatte the stator-rotor 
assembly was; placed approximately i n the plane of the stator. 
Another plate, s i m i l a r to the f i r s t except for the hole, was 
fi x e d paraiLlel to i t and a few cm above i t . The lower 
plate being earthed, p o t e n t i a l s were applied to the upper 
pla=te to give potential gradients up to + lOOOVm"-*- and ai 
graph made of potential gradient against the reading of the 
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instrument (see figure 5.3.). 
5.3. Performance of the F i e l d - M i l l . 
The f i e l d - m i l l wa^ . run at the Observatory for a continuous 
period of seven months between Jaaiuary and July 1968 monitoring 
the potential gradient. In general i t was noticed that the 
periods^ of high or f l u c t u a t i n g potential gradients, as r e g i s t e r -
ed by the recording ammeter, corresponded to the periods of 
r a i n f a l l as noted by the e l e c t r i c a l rain-gmige at the Observat- . 
ory. The potential gradient remained at low; levels; for most 
of the time,, this- being the fair-weather gradient. This was; 
found to be not more than about 200Vm~-'- and u s u a l l y p o s i t i v e . 
For 15 days of the month of January the value of potential 
gradient was read off the recorded chart for every hour during 
the fair-weather conditions-. The average potential gradient 
for.each of the 24 hours of the clock was taken and plotted 
against the time of day to show i f there was- a noticeable d i -
u r n a l variaiiion. Even over t h i s short period a c l e a r curve 
appeared with a maximum between 14 and 16 hours; GJT.T.. and as, 
smaller one at about 24 hours-. Minima", appear at 3 hours and 
21 hours. I t i s curious? that this^ roughly corresponds to the 
di u r n a l v a r i a t i o n observed on the v e s s e l s "Carnegie" and."Maud" 
as mentioned by Whipple and Scrase (l936). More recent work 
i s described by Sharpless (1968). In this- case the work was: 
done at the Lanehead F i e l d Centre which had been selected f o r 
i t s - general lack of a i r - p o l l u t i o n , and where the r e s u l t s deserve 
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more serious consideration. In my case the r e s u l t s were obtain-
ed at the Observatory, which i s within the boundary of the City 
of Durham and must be subject to atmospheric pollution due to 
domestic coal, f i r e s and so, i n d i r e c t l y , to the regular habits of 
the human population. Results taken over a short period cannot 
be treasted with, the same consideration as an extended survey. 
Although the fair-weather potential graxiient was- generally 
stesEdy, the record of the gradient was f a r from steady. during 
wet weanther. When the precf p i t a t i o n was- f i n e r a i n or d r i z z l e 
f a l l i n g from s t r a t u s clouds the gradient did not reach high v a l -
ues, and sometimes- could not be distinguished from the f a i r -
weather tr a c e . Cumulus clouds; were the cause of high fields-
arid frequent r e v e r s a l of the f i e l d . . The potential gradients-
even under some non-raining clouds and under most raining cumulus 
clouds were of the order of four or more times greater than the 
fair-wesEther gradients. Thunderstorms- showed s i m i l a r e f f e c t s 
to the non-thundery cumulus clouds except that the fields- w.ere 
greater and the r e v e r s a l s more frequent. There might be f i v e 
or ten f i e l d r e v e r s a l s per minute under non—thundery showery 
conditions, but this; would increase by an order of magnitude 
when a thunderstorm was present. By observing the meter showing: 
the potential, gradient, i t was possible to observe f i e l d r e v e r s a l s 
taking- place extremely quickly immediately a f t e r nearby f l a s h e s 
of l i g h t n i n g . These r e v e r s a l s were more rapid than- the i n s t r u -
ment could show^ . T h e o r e t i c a l l y the f i e l d change i s simultaneous 
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with the f l a s h , but i n practice the f i e l d - m i l l i s limited by the 
time-constant of i t s amplifier, and by the mechanical iner t i a " of 
i t s - meter. 
Figure 6.1 The Observatory. 
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Chapter 6. , t 
Observations of Rain. 
6.1. Sites- ai; which Observations were made. 
The s i t e o r i g i n a l l y planned for making; observations- was; 
Durham U n i v e r s i t y Observai;ory- which i s si-tuated within the 
boundary of the C i t y of Durham, about 1km south-west of the 
centre. I t was> designed as an astronomical observatory and 
was b u i l t on the top of a small h i l l at a height of 100m above 
sea - t-level. I t has; a- well-appointed laboratory which has been 
i n use by the Atmospheric Physics Group of the Department of 
Physics; for some years. Some observai;ions were made here 
during the summer of 1968. For ai short period i n September 
and October 1968 the equipment f o r measuring- raindrops was- i n -
s t a l l e d a-t the Lanehead F i e l d Centre of the DepaTtment of Geo-
graphy. This: i s a converted school i n upper Weardale some 56km 
wesit of Durham. At a height of 434m abo-ye sea-level the a-tano-
spheric p o l l u t i o n at t h i s Centre i s so small that i t can only 
be measured with d i f f i c u l t y . Since 1966 the Centre has also 
been i n use by the Atmospheric Physics; Group as a^  F i e l d Centre. 
Equipment already set up supplied measures- of potential gradient 
and wind speed and directio n , and also of space charge, conduct-
i v i t y and r a i n current l e v e l s . 
The Lanehead s i t e was chosen, f o r a few.' lai;e readings of 
si n g l e drops a f t e r a- f a i r l y dry summer i n Durham which had a f f -
orded l i t t l e oppor-bunity f or obtaining results;. Lanehead receives-
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the greaiter mean annual r a i n f a l l of 1500mm compared with about • 
650mmii ait the Observatory, and that suggested a^  greater chance 
of r a i n i n a- given time. The Lmiehead F i e l d Centre allows; the 
observer to reside i n the; same building as: the equipment and so 
there need be l i t t l e delay between the commencement of p r e c i p i t -
ation and the s^srt of observations:. Much of the r a i n f a l l at 
Lanehead was- as-ffociated with high winds which made readings 
d i f f i c u l t . For that reas:on only h a l f the time that r a i n was 
f a l l i n g was u s e f u l f o r readings. 
6.2. Taking, Readings-. 
The apparatus has; been described i n d e t a i l i n Chapter 3'. 
The f i l m us;ed i n the camera, was- I l f o r d HP4 35mm. miniature film, 
bought i n bulk and cut up and loaded i n cass:ettes f o r the present 
work. I t was- developed i n "Acuspeed " developer, and fixed u s i n ^ 
"Amfir" f i x e r . The darkroom at the Observatory was- used for a l l 
the photographic work. 
The 24V power supply and the 12V supply were genereplly l e f t 
on continuously,, but the 18V battery was only connected up- when 
p r e c i p i t a t i o n had started or appeared imminent. A second o s c i l l -
oscope was used at Lanehead to monitor the output of the impact 
c i r c u i t i n the head u n i t . This showed that a high frequency 
o s c i l l a t i o n was produced by t h i s c i r c u i t f or about a minute or 
so a f t e r plugging i n the 18V battery, and i t was necessary to 
wait u n t i l the c i r c u i t had s e t t l e d before attempting to take 
readings-. This oscilloscope was us:eful i n giving £E c l e a r 
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i n d i c a t i o n of when drops were f a l l i n g on to the impact plate 
by showing the ra p i d l y decaying o s c i l l a t o r y waveform which i s 
c h a r a c t e r i s t i c of the drop impact. The mechanical system of 
the impact plate has i t s ; own resonant frequency at which i t 
vibrates- i n smy condition of wind. I f the wind i s su f f i c i e n t l y ^ 
great the recording system may trigger, depending^ on where the 
s e n s i t i v i t y l e v e l i s set (see Section 3.4.1.). The monitoring 
oscilloscope showed whether raindrops- or wind caused the system 
to t r i g g e r at any one time. 
Observation shows that r a i n generally f a l l s i n approximately-
p a r a l l e l l i n e s . The head u n i t must be aimed into the r a i n to 
c o l l e c t the maximum possible number of drops and, i f the wind 
d i r e c t i o n or strength v a r i e s , then the angle and direction of the 
head u n i t must be adjusted accordingly. Fortunately once set 
the head unit r a r e l y needed adjustment as; the r a i n f e l l steadily-
from one d i r e c t i o n on most occasions. 
When the head unit had been aimed into the r a i n the o s c i l l -
oscope was set so that the neutral position of the- spot was; at 
the top of the screen and i n the centre. Sometimes i t was-
necessary to use dry ba t t e i y c e l l s ; to supply a d.c. hiss' to 
a s s i s t i n t h i s adjustment. The spot brightness was then red-
uced to a l e v e l below v i s i b i l i t y so that the Z-modulation pul-
ses j u s t brought the spot into v i s i b i l i t y . As the camerae i s 
a r e f l e x model a l l . t h i s adjusting could be done with the camera 
i n place w h i l s t ohseTvlng the screen through the vievTr-finder. 
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This was a- check on the focusing' of the camera?. The camera-
was always set on maximum aperture and exposures; were ma-de on 
the "B" or b r i e f exposure setting,, the shutter being held open 
by a screw clamp on the cable releas;e. Exposures were made 
for any length of time between 30s and 10 minutes' or more, £md 
u s u a l l y with the l e a s t possible time delsEjr between them. 
The length of time for each exposure was: varied to discover 
what times- were most s u i t a b l e . Too small a" number of drops' 
would be registered when very short exposures were made but 
conditions i n the atmosphere would vary considerably during a? 
long exposure, and as any drop pattern would be expected to 
depend on these atmospheric parameters-, no:-pattern would be 
l i k e l y to emerge from a long exposure. In practice exposures-
were changed when the potential gradient was reversed or showed 
aa sudden change, but otherwise readings- would be taken for 
consecutive periods of one, two or f i v e minutes. In the 
thunderstorms of July 1st and 2nd the conditions varied very 
r a p i d l y , with the potential gra-dient changing, sign more thsn 
once each minute. I t was ine v i t a b l e that each exposure should 
cover a range of atmospheric conditions-. By comparison several 
periods of steady r a i n were encountered when the potential 
gradient and other conditions did not apparently vary for up to 
30 minutes. Other show:ers angl periods of r a i n raaiged between 
these two extremes^ o f a c t i v i t y . 
The recording- system allows f o r considerable v a r i a t i o n of 
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g a i n f o r both the impact and charge a m p l i f i e r s , but i n p r a c t i c e 
i n the p r e s e n t work the same s e t t i n g s - were used f o r a l l the 
readings- t a k e n . As marked on the c i r c u i t digrams-,, f i g u r e s -
3.8 and 3.9, the g a i n on the impact c i r c u i t was lOOx: and on the 
charge c i r c u i t 10x» The s e n s i t i v i t y of the o s c i l l o s c o p e as 
s e t was- lOOmVmm""'" i n the X- d i r e c t i o n and 50mVmm~''" i n the T-
d i r e c t i o n . 
When r e a d i n g s had been taken the f i l m could be developed. 
U n f o r t u n a t e l y t h i s : meant i n e v i t a b l e delay, p a r t i c u l a r l y when 
readings- were being taken a t Lanehead,, and i t was as long time 
b e f o r e the l e s s o n s l e a r n t from one; s e t of negatives- could be 
a p p l i e d to the t a k i n g of the next f i l m . 
6.3. G e n e r a l C l a s s i f i c a t i o n of Cloud Types:. 
I t was- not the purpose of t h i s work to l i m i t o b s e r v a t i o n s 
to c o n d i t i o n s when clouds were e l e c t r i c a l l y a c t i v e , but to 
measure the parameters of r a i n d r o p s i n every p e r i o d of r a i n f a l l 
encountered. R a i n was: expected p a r t i c u l a r l y from nimbo-stra-tus-
and cumulo-nimbus clouds- but a l s o from cumulus aaid, i n t h e form 
of d r i z z l e , from s t r a t u s c l o u d s . 
The broad hea-vy nim b o - s t r a t u s clouds were r e s p o n s i b l e f o r 
s t e a d y r a i n f a l l over long periods.. During these times- the 
p o t e n t i a l g r a d i e n t as measured by the f i e l d - m i l l v a r i e d o n l y 
s l o w l y and g e n e r a l l y r e g i s t e r e d values^ t h a t were not i n excess-
of lOOOVm"''" and were more o f t e n n e g a t i v e than p o s i t i v e . The 
l i g h t e r s t r a t u s clouds were s i m i l a r l y r e s p o n s i b l e f o r low; and 
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generally negative potential gradients:, but the r a i n would come 
ei t h e r as d r i z z l e , or,, i n the presence of a gus^y- wind, i n i n t -
e r v a l s of s l a n t i n g r a i n interrupted by dry spells;. This l a t t e r 
condition was frequently observed at Lanehead, and may be more 
prevalent i n h i l l y areas;. 
Cumulus clouds- were the cause of much greater fluctuations 
i n the potential gradient than were stra^tus. The r a i n which 
f e l l from them was us u a l l y only f or short periods of a few 
minutes;, but could be .for longer periods- i f the clouds- were 
c o l l e c t e d into large banks. The condition u s u a l l y described as 
"showery" was; almost always the r e s u l t of bsiks of cumulus, r e s -
ponsible f or steady rainfaeLl interspersed with very heavy short 
periods of r a i n and, i n some cases-, thunder. The two e a r l i e s t 
sets- of r e s u l t s were taken during active' thunderstorms-. The^ 
pote n t i a l gradient was o f f - s c a l e on the meter, that i s i n excess 
of lOOOVm"''", fo r most of the time i n these conditions, and r e -
versed -v^ e^ry frequently, i n some cases iip to four or f i v e times 
i n a minute. The rate of r a i n f a l l was the greatest experienced: 
t y p i c a l l y 10mm f e l l i n 10 minutes-. Much has been written about 
thunderclouds; Chalmers (l967) gives a good siimmary i n Chapter 12 
of h i s book. 
6.4.. Weather Conditions at Time of Measurement.. 
Appendix A includes a summary of the weather conditions at 
the time of each exposure. I have c l a s s i f i e d the condition into 
four general groups, two bas^ed on cumulus clouds and two on stratus. 
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Gi-oup A includes a l l conditions^ of stra-tus clouds and l i g h t 
winds i n which l i g h t r a i n or d r i z z l e i s fa?lling. This- includes 
r a i n periods-£2. and 24. 
Group B includes a l l conditions of s t r a t u s and nimbo-stratus 
elouds and br i s k winds i n which the r a i n i s continuous-, cold and 
frequently wind-blown. The potential gradient may be low, but 
i s u s u a l l y high and varies: i n magnitude and sign. This includes 
periods 18. - 21. and 22,. 
Group C includes- a?ll conditions of cumulus or cumulo-nimbus-
cloud i n which, thunder can not be heard. The r a i n f a l l s i n 
showers,, the wind i s l i g h t and the potential gradient g e n e r a l l y 
v a r i a b l e i n magni-fcude and sign. This includes periods. 11.. - 17. 
Group D includes? conditions of cumulo-nimbus i n which thunder 
i s heard. This includes periods 1. - ^ , 
The exposures- have been analysed i n terms of the above group 
c l a s s i f i c a t i o n although the boundaries between the groups cannot 
be p r e c i s e l y defined. 
6.5. Description of Exposures- made i n R a i n f a l l . 
The 182-^  u s e f u l exposures ma-de are displayed i n Appendix A. 
Each exposure consists- of a pattern of dots, each the r e s u l t of 
the measurement of one raindrop-. The parameters represented by 
the position of e a ^ spot are represented i n figure 6.3.. Each 
exposure shows a d i s t i n c t pattern of drops, and i t can be seen 
howj c o n s i s t e n t l y these patterns are^ repeated during the periods 
of r a i n f a l l . I n each period exposures were made up to the time 
-0.5 +0.5pC charge 
n ] 1 1 11 I i 1 1 1 1 1 
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Diagram to show c a l i b r a t i o n of the o s c i l l o s c o p e 
screen i n terms of drop parameters. 
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Period 11. Period 12.. 
I. 
These exposures can be found with the charges reversed. 
Group D . •' 
Period _1. 
Figure 6.3 
Period 2. 
Ty p i c a l exposures from the various r a i n periods making 
up the c l a s s i f i e d groups A-D. 
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when the r a i n f a l l f i n a l l y - ceased. 
6.5.1. Exposures- i n l i g h t r a i n from s t r a t u s . (Group A) 
The exposures: show? that raindrops; of Group A be 
neg.ativel3F charged or have l i t t l e charge. The negative 
charge i s of the same sign as the potentia?l gradient i n 
almost a i l of the exposures. A s i m i l a r pattern was^ ob-
served on a l l of the exposures, showing that the conditions-
were steady throughout the period of measurement. A typ-
i c a l exposure i s sketched i n figure 6.5. 
6 . 5 . 2 . Exposures; i n continuous; or s p i t t i n g r a i n from nimbo-s;tratuffi 
and s t r a t u s , (ffroup B ) 
The l a s t eleven exposures- of period 23. have more spots; 
than the remainder of the group and t h i s corresponds to the: 
l i g h t e r winds- and heavier r a i n present at the- time of thes-e 
exposures. In general exposures; of this^ group haeve drops 
of a l l sizes- within the range,, but the charges; they carry-
are l i t t l e or negaitive up to and possibly exceeding -IpC. 
Very few p o s i t i v e l y charged drops are found, and these only 
with a^. low: charge. There seems to be a tendency for spots; 
to be grouped about the v e r t i c a l axis- representing l i t t l e 
charge f o r i n no ca^e i s t h i s grouping absent, but i n some 
cashes there, are spots i n no^  ojther place on the exposure. 
Exposures from Group A are admissible as- exposures of Group B 
made i n conditions with smaller arid fewer droplets. As i n 
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Group A the potential gradient for almost a l l of the expos-
ures was negative, matching the sign of the charge carried 
on the majority of charged drops. A t y p i c a l exposure i s 
drawn i n f i g u r e 6 .5 . 
6 .5.3- Exposures i n showery r a i n from cumulus or cumulo-nimbus 
i n the absence of thunder. (Group C) 
These exposures are better treated i n terms of each 
r a i n period because of the differences i n each set of r e s u l t s . 
The f i r s t s e t of f i f t e e n exposures from period 11_ shows 
a strong preponderance of drops with l i t t l e or no charge. 
A few of the exposures show drops with positive charge of 
up to 0.5pC but apparently no case of drops with negative 
charge greater than about O.lpC. This r a i n f a l l came a f t e r 
the conclusion of thunder and lightning i n a thunderstorm, 
when the potential gradient measured at the ground had 
already returned to the fair-weather value. 
By contrast period 12 was showery r a i n f a l l . For the 
f i r s t eight exposures the potential gradient varied between 
high negative and high positive values. The exposures show 
large drops of both negative and positive charge and not as 
many medium s i z e drops. Most drops are therefore 3wa i n 
diameter or greater with charges up to and exceeding j l j p C . 
The spots apparently representing drops of no s i z e but some 
charge should be disregarded as they are probably f a l s e r e-
s u l t s . During the l a s t twelve exposures of t h i s period 
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the potential gradient had relaxed to the fair-weather 
value, and the exposures generally show drops of the same 
s i z e d i s t r i b u t i o n as before but charges not exceeding jo.sjpC. 
The three exceptions have charges up to j l j p C as before, and, 
except that they be long exposures of 10, 15 and 10 minutes 
resp e c t i v e l y , there i s no obvious explanation of t h i s . The 
previous exposures were of 5 minutes except during the early 
part of the r a i n f a l l when the short exposure of 2^ minutes 
was used. I t i s apparent that the number of drops per 
minute f a l l i n g into the apparatus gradually lessened as time 
passed. 
R a i n f a l l period 1^ was s i m i l a r to 11 and the l a t e r part 
of 12 i n that the r a i n was l i g h t , and the potential gradient 
was low and pos i t i v e , s i m i l a r to the fair-weather value. 
The exposures were a l l about 10 minutes long but the r a i n 
was very l i g h t and not many spots appear on the f i l m . These 
show many drops within the charge l i m i t s of ± 0.5pC and some 
outside these l i m i t s . Three examples from t h i s period, 
nos. 2,4 and 6 show a curve such as might be expectfed from 
Smith's (1956) c a l c u l a t i o n s described i n Chapter 1. 
During period lA the potential gradient had a value be-
tween 500 and lOOVm""'' approximately and alternated i n sign 
between negative and po s i t i v e . Commencing with the t h i r d 
exposure the r a i n was very heavy. Most of the exposures 
were f a i r l y long, none of them being f or l e s s than 5 minutes. 
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Those exposures, made i n heavy r a i n show a completely f i l l e d 
rectangle on the f i l m . In the l i g h t e r r a i n at the begin-
ning and towards the end of_the r a i n f a l l the exposures are 
s i m i l a r to those f o r period 11_ vxith several drops of a l l 
s i z e s and l i t t l e charge and some drops of medium or perha^js 
large s i z e (2 - 3nmi i n diameter) and negative charge of up 
to -IpC. 
Rain period 15._ had a potential gradient varying between 
0 and -lOOOVm""'". These exposures show; many drops of ffiLl 
sizes- with l i t t l e or no charge. A consistent pattern on 
a l l the exposures shows drops of negative charge of -IpC 
or greater and of 1 to JiMa i n diameter. Any p o s i t i v e l y 
charged drops; only had a small charge. A l l the drops of 
charge greater than 0.5 pC had charge of the same sign as 
the potential gradient. 
The seven exposures i n periods 16^  and 3/7. are nearly 
symmetricai between positive and negatively charged drops. 
There i s perhaps ai s l i g h t preponderance of negative drops. 
Although the f i r s t period was- a^  shower and the second a 
period of steadier r a i n the potential gradient fluctuated 
between po s i t i v e and negative i n both cases. The steady 
r a i n period appears to have contained larger droplets than 
the shower, and also to have higher maximum charges on i t s 
drops, but t h i s would correspond to the greater values of 
potential gradient during- that period. 
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Figure 6.3. i l l u s t r a t e s some of the typical, exposures 
to be found i n Group C, including the height of a shower 
and the quieter period a f t e r a thunderstorm. 
6.5.4.. Exposures i n thundery r a i n . (Group D) 
Some of these photographs were i n c o r r e c t l y exposed as 
they were the f i r s t r e s u l t s to be obtained. No.19 onwards 
i n period _! were exposed with the gain of the Y- amplifier 
attenuated to hal f i t s usual value. The thundery exposures 
show; a much greater v a r i e t y of patterns than the other r e s u l t s 
from cumulus. Generally the exposures made i n thundery-
conditions were of shorter duration, between 30s and 5 minutes, 
than for the other cumulus conditions. The exposures- show; 
831 almost general preponderance of negatively charged drops 
over p o s i t i v e drops. There does not appear to- be a? great 
c o r r e l a t i o n between the potential gradient at the time of 
the exposure aaad the pattern on the f i l m , but a more detailed 
discussion of the exposures of period 1 i s made i n Section 7.% 
The exposures^ of period 2^ when the most violent thun-
derstonn was raging, were mostly made for 2; minutes- each, 
but.have fewer spots per exposure than those of period _1. 
Also most of the drops were small but highly charged, with 
the exception of nos. 7,8 and 9 at the s t a r t of the violent 
part of the storm when the drops, were of a l l s i z e s and com-
p a r a t i v e l y p l e n t i f u l . In period ^ few; drops reached the 
apparatus i n the f i r s t one minute exposure, only the second 
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and l a s t exposures, made f o r 3 and 9 minutes; respectively, 
show a reasonable pattern of spots. 
Figure 6.3. shows t y p i c a l exposures from, each of the 
thunderstorms i n periods 1 and 2, but the v a r i e t y of poss:-
i b l e patterns can be seen i n f u l l i n Appendix A. 
6.5.5'. Summary. 
In most of the r e s u l t exposures made there appeared 
to be a numerical preponderance of drops with large negative 
charges- over drops with large positive charges;. This app-
l i e s equally to r a i n from cumulus and stra-bus clouds. The 
la r g e s t drops f e l l from cumulo-nimbus clouds, the sma?llesi; 
measured were from str a t u s clouds i n d r i z z l e - l i k e conditions. 
Cumulo-nimbus clouds produced drops up to: and appai-ently 
greater than the measurable l i m i t i n charge, but so aiso^-
did nimboj-stratus clouds-. The cumulo-nimbus clouds- only 
f a i l e d to produce drops of high charge when the potential 
gradient had reverted to a= fair-weather l e v e l towards the 
end of a shower, whereas- the strairus and nimbo-strainis clouds 
produced drops- the magnitude of whose charge have some r e l -
ation to the magni-tude of the potential gradient existing, 
and to the- physical magnitude of the drops themselves;. 
Curved patterns that could possibly be compared with Smith's 
(1955) patterns were only found i n the r a i n f a l l from cumulus 
and cumulo-nimbus clouds' but even there they are rather vague 
and i t i s d i f f i c u l t to suggest ai d e f i n i t e conclusion. 
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Chapter 7. 
Discussion of Re s u l t s . 
7.1. Comparison with Results' of Previous Workers^ 
A general discussion of the r e s u l t s of previous workers 
is-, i n Chapter 1. The present r e s u l t s confirm previous con-
clusions that ra-in f a l l i n g , from cumulus and e l e c t r i c a l l y active 
clouds i s much more highly charged than that f a l l i n g from stratus 
clouds. In general previous workers mostly found a greater num-
ber of p o s i t i v e l y charged drops', but that the most highly charged 
c a r r i e d negative charge. The present resu l t s ; confirm that from 
cumulus and cumulo-nimbus clouds the more highly charged drops 
are mostly negative,, but also suggest that on most of the occ-
asions theie i s a majority of negatively charged drops. This 
l a s t observation i s not conclusive 8^: the lower l i m i t of sens-
i t i v i t y of the equipment to e l e c t r i c a l charge would prevent many 
drops of charge l e s s than 0.05 pC from r e g i s t e r i n g a f i n i t e value 
of charge. 
The present r e s u l t s do give a. broader picture than was: pre-
v i o u s l y a v a i l a b l e as they describe the amount of v a r i a t i o n of 
charge and s i z e d i s t r i b u t i o n s thait occurs i n different conditions 
of r a i n f a l l . For example i t i s made apparent why the f i g u r e s 
of many previous workers for the positive/negative t o t a l charge 
r a t i o and the r a t i o of numbers of drops carrying each sign of 
charge are i n considerable disagreement. The amount of charge 
i s c l o s e l y dependent on the p r e v a i l i n g conditions, and these 
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conditions: vary rapidl y . I t i s u n l i k e l y that the observa^;ions 
of any one previous worker would have been taken i n the same 
conditions as those of another. In some of the e a r l i e r cases . 
the conditions must have varied considerably during the period 
of each observation. 
The results: of Smith (l955) are an exception to the above 
ge n e r a l i s a t i o n s . Smith's conclusions- were that the drops could 
have acquired t h e i r charge by the mechanism t h e o r e t i c a l l y devised 
from Wilson's ion-capture theory. To agree with Smith the pre-
sent results- would have to show that the larger- drops had charges' 
of the s ^ e sign as the potential gradient and the smaller drops 
had charges of the opposite sign. In these r e s u l t s i t i s not 
u s u a l l y easy to t e l l what are the exact charges of the smaller 
drops, but f o r the larger i t i s more obvious. During the thun-
der r a i n periods-- and considering only those exposures which show 
a d e f i n i t e p o s i t i v e or negative charge on most of the larger 
drops? about twelve are i n agreement with Smith's predictions- ssii 
about nine are not. In the cumulus- r a i n where no thunder was 
heard the majority of those exposures showing a d e f i n i t e pattern 
are i n agreement with Smith's predictions, although most of these, 
are i n conditions of negative potential gra"dient. The l e s s con-
s i s t e n t r e s u l t s from the thunder r a i n could be explained by the 
rapid change i n conditions at the times of measurement. In two 
cases' ( l . . 15 and 1.25) r e s u l t s apparently inconsistent with Smith 
came s h o r t l y a f t e r a f l a s h of lightning and a rapid re v e r s a l of 
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the p o t e n t i a l gradient. Had the raindrops begun f a l l i n g - before 
the flash, i n the previous conditions then these r e s u l t s also; 
would have been consistent. None of the r e s u l t exposures show 
a pattern as c l e a r l y defined as that i n f i g . 1..1 so, further 
than what has^ been described, the present r e s u l t s do not support 
Smith's r e s u l t s . 
7.2.. New Information Discovered. 
The major difference between the present r e s u l t s and those 
published before i s that these exposures made i n quick succession 
show the development and a l t e r a t i o n of the conditions during- each 
period of r a i n f a l l . 
7.2.1. The s i z e of raindrops. 
(i)uds are made up of i c e c r y s t a l s or water droplets or 
both. These are formed by condensastion of water va^jour on 
or by th« (W«zt«i^ of vtfiCe*' dtofiets. 
to n u c l e i i n the atmosphere|^ ¥hen both the i c e phase and 
the water phase are present i n a cloud the freezing l e v e l i s 
that above which most of the i c e crystals- are found'. 
According to the Bergeron theory of raindrop formation i c e 
c r y s t a l s i n or near the freezing l e v e l grow at the expense 
of water droplets i n the same region and, becoming too 
massive to stay at that height, f a l l to the ground, probably 
coalescing- with other droplets on the way. According to 
the coalescence theory of the i n i t i a t i o n of prec i p i t a t i o n , 
an accidental process of coalescence between droplets takes 
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place within the cloud and some la r g e r drops are formed 
which themselves f a i l and may c o l l e c t other droplets on 
the way. 
I f raindrops are considered which f a l l from clouds i n 
which there are no s i g n i f i c a n t updraughts or downdraughts, 
fo r example, s t r a t u s and nimbo-fftratus clouds, them drops; 
which begin t h e i r f a l l near the top of the cloud are l i k e l y 
to have more oppor-fcunity f o r coalescence with other drops; 
and so to be larger when they eventually reach the ground 
than raindrops which f a l l from a) l e s s e r height. In clouds 
where there are updraughts; and downdraughts aa droplet f a i l -
ing against an updraught w i l l e f f e c t i v e l y f a i l through a" 
much greater depth of cloud than i t otherwise would and 
conversely, drops- i n downdraughts; would pass through a 
r e l a t i v e l y t h i n l ^ e r of cloud. In r a i n from cumulus and 
cumulo-nimbus clouds, trtiich have strong v e r t i c a l currents, 
a wider range of drop s i z e than from stra-bus clouds i s to 
be expected, as drops f a i l i n g against updraughts w i l l have 
gro-wn more by coalescence and those i n dovmdraughts l e s s . 
During the times of making measurements the appearance 
of the raindrops was observed. The larg e s t drops observed 
f e l l during the thundersirorms, and the r a i n f a l l which was 
responsible f o r the smallest maximum s i z e of drop was the 
f i n e d r i z z l e from low--lying stratus clouds at Lasiehead. 
Non-thundery cumulus clouds never produced d r i z z l e , the 
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raindrops always contained some lar g e r drops i f r a i n f e l l 
at a l l . Nimbo-stratus- clouds-^ were capable of f a i r l y large 
drops, but never as large as those from cumulo-nimbus. 
To some extent the photographic r e s u l t s agree with 
these observations, but droplets greater-than the maximum 
s i z e of 3i™ diameter are a l l registered as the same s i z e . 
A l l clouds with the exception of those stratus clouds pro-
ducing f i n e d r i z z l e , showed some droplets up to t h i s s i z e , 
but the cumulus clouds appear to have produced more drops 
i n excess of t h i s s i z e i n proportion to the t o t a l niunber 
than do the s t r a t u s clouds. The minimum s i z e that would 
r e g i s t e r with the apparatus w i l l also have limited the 
photographic r e s u l t s as; the large proportion of very small 
droplets, l e s s than 0.5mm i n diameter, i n the stratus d r i z z l e 
could not be recorded. 
7-2.2. The charge of raindrops. 
Cumulus clouds vjere supposed to be more e l e c t r i c a l l y 
a c t i v e than stra-tus and so to produce raindrops with greater 
charge i n proportion, to t h e i r s i z e . Wi-^ h the exception of 
the thunderstorms the r e s u l t s do not bear t h i s out. Some 
cumulus clouds produced r a i n with l i t t l e charge, while some 
st r a t u s clouds produced raindrops with charges up to the 
maximum measurable with the equipment. 
Cumulus clouds give the impression of e l e c t r i c a l a c t i -
v i t y because of the f l u c t u a t i o n of potential gradient f or 
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which they are responsible, and also because of t h e i r near 
r e l a t i o n s h i p to cumulo-nimbus clouds. Stra-bus clouds are 
e s s e n t i a l l y steady and unvarying, both i n the r a i n that they 
produce, and the potential gradient for which they are 
responsible. But the st r a t u s clouds- which produced the 
r a i n at Lanehead i n September 1968 were 500nr aiove s e ^ l e . v e l 
a;t base and most l i k e l y contained a f a i r proportion of i c e 
crysta'ls. I t was observed i n the work carried out by 
Workman and Re5molds- (l950) that large potentials are created 
when water freezes-, and t h i s could account for the charges-
on the r a i n from some of the stra-tus clouds. The cumulus-^ 
clouds- e x i s t i n a whole family from thunderclouds down to 
small non-precipitating clouds i n an otherwise c l e a r sky. 
The e l e c t r i c a l a c t i v i t y of these clouds; i s i n a p a r a l l e l 
s c a l e , a t a maximum i n the thunderstorms and at a minimum 
where p r e c i p i t a t i o n cannot or can only j u s t take plaice. 
Some cumulus clouds then w i l l produce drops-, which are r e l -
a t i v e l y l i t t l e charged when compared with the average; for 
cumulus. 
7.3- The Sequence of Rain Exposures. 
The exposures made during; the periods of r a i n f a l l are set 
out i n chronological order i n Appendix A. For each period of 
r a i n f a l l the length of time betw.een consecutive exposures was-
as short as; possible, being the time to wind on the film and 
open the shutter. The only exceptions to this- rule occur where 
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the f i l m i n the cameras had to be changed or r a i n had temporarily 
ceased. 
The sequence of each set of exposures should then show the 
h i s t o r y of each period of r a i n f a l l measured. I t would seem 
l i k e l y from observation of potential gradient that the cumulus 
and cumulo-nimbus clouds would be responsible for more v a r i a t i o n 
i n the patterns of the spots on the exposures than would the 
s t r a t u s and nimbo-stratus clouds. 
In the periods of l i g h t r a i n from stra-tus clouds (Group A, 
nos.22^ and 24) the pattern appears consistent throughout. There 
are only two exposures i n period _22 but the seven i n period 24 
show only a general slackening off of the amount of r a i n f a l l i n g 
without much change i n the pattern of spots caused by the r a i n - ' 
drops. 
The other periods of r a i n from str a t u s and nimbo-stratus 
clouds (Group B, nos. 1 8 - 2 1 and 2^) show more v a r i a t i o n . Of 
these nos-. 20 and 23 have a s i g n i f i c a n t number of exposures. The 
r e s u l t s from period 20 show; b a s i c a l l y the same pattern being r e-
peated with fewer and fewer drops as the r a i n petered out, whilst 
i n period 2^ patterns show more highly charged drops with the 
s i z e and charge of the drops varying from exposure to exposure. 
This observation matches the steady potential gradient apparent 
during- period 20 and the varying conditions operating dniring 
period 23-
Group C includes the r a i n f a l l from cumulus clouds when thunder 
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waff not heard, periods 11 - 17. The f i f t e e n exposures of period 
11 show almost no change i n the nature of the r a i n f a l l apart from 
a gradual increase and decrease i n the quantity of r a i n f a l l i n g . 
This corresponds: to the steady potential gradient which kept to 
a fair-weather condition throughout. Periods _12' and 14 show 
s i m i l a r sequence patterns to each other. In each case they 
commenced with a high and f l u c t u a t i n g value for measured potential 
gradient and ended with a? low,steady, p o s i t i v e value. The drop 
s i z e d i s t r i b u t i o n remains: wide throughout the r a i n f a l l , but the 
drop charge d i s t r i b u t i o n contracts; slowly as the a c t i v i t y of the 
pot e n t i a l gradient lessens. I t should "be noticed that some of the 
latter exposures i n each period were made for a longer duration than 
the e a r l i e r ones-. The other periods of r a i n f a l l have not produced 
exposures which show: a^  marked lessening of the r a i n f a l l . With 
the exception of those i n period _11 a l l the s e r i e s of exposures' 
show s i g n i f i c a n t v a r i a t i o n with time of the predominant charge on 
the drops. In some cases the change of the predominant charge 
corresponds to a change i n the measured potential gradient. In 
r a i n period 12 the potential gradient sign changed from positive 
to negative between exposures 2 and 3, The sign of the predominant 
drop charge a?lso. changed from positive to negative i n these exposures, 
The difference between periods of steady and fluctuating potential 
gradient i s shown i n period 15.. Exposures 4 - 7 have a narrower-
d i s t r i b u t i o n of charge than those preceding and succeeding, and 
were taken si, a time when the potential gradient was comparatively 
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steady. The difference between r a i n f a l l i n conditions of high 
and low potential gradient i s seen between periods 16_ and 17 
where the exposures of period 17 show drops of considerably great-
er charge than those of 16. In period 12 the conditions of high 
and f l u c t u a t i n g potential gradient were succeeded by conditions 
of low; and steady potential gradient during exposures 5,6,7 and 
8. These same exposures show a c l e a r reduction i n the maximum 
charge on the drops measured. 
The exposures taken during the thunderstorms (periods !_ and 
2) show more v a r i a t i o n between successive exposures than those i n 
any of the other r a i n periods-. This corresponds to the f l u c t -
uating pot e n t i a l gradients that were present at a l l times during 
the thunderstorms,, but i t i s d i f f i c u l t to match the changes i n 
d i s t r i b u t i o n to the observed changes i n potential gradient., 
Haw.ever the sequence during period 1^  i s f a i r l y d i s t i n c t i v e : -
1 - 4 Preponderance of po s i t i v e charged drops changes to 
an o v e r a l l d i s t r i b u t i o n of charges!. 
5 = 8 Overall d i s t r i b u t i o n reduces to small drops. 
9 - 135 Negative charge preponderance changes to positive 
charge preponderance.. 
14 - 17 Drops with small charges gradually change to a marked 
curve of smaller drops with negative charges and l a r g e r 
drops with p o s i t i v e charges. 
18 - 25 Positive charge preponderance changes to o v e r a l l charge 
distribution*-
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26 - 31 Curve i n opposite sense to no.17 followed by negative 
preponderance and development to f u l l charge d i s t r i b u t i o n . 
32 &. 33 Short exposures with few.- but r e l a t i v e l y highly charged 
drops. 
34f Long exposure probatly l i k e the preceding. 
35 - 42 Cessation of r a i n f a l l followed by generally f u l l 
d i s t r i b u t i o n . No.39 shows the rough outline of a 
curve i n the same sense as- i n no. 17, 
Three curves appeared i n the exposures such as might be 
expected from Smith's c a l c u l a t i o n s . I n three separate and d i s t i n c t 
occasions a preponderance of drops of one charge gave way to an 
overa?lI d i s t r i b u t i o n . This seemed to be followed by a cessai;ion 
or p a r t i a l cessation of r a i n f a l l , before a r e p e t i t i o n of the pro-
cess. 
The exposures from period 2 show r a i n f a l l of a quite d i f f e r e n t 
" character. Most drops are small except for four exposures nos ; .7-
12 where a small proportion of l a r g e r drops were also measured. 
Rain period 2. i s unfortunately too short to show a^  d i s t i n c t seq-
uence. 
7 . 4 . Summary, 
The general conclusions: to be drawn from the photographic 
r e s u l t s are that the comparative l e v e l of e l e c t r i c a l a=ctivity 
between cumulus and st r a t u s clouds i s r e f l e c t e d i n the charge and 
s i z e range of raindrops f a l l i n g from them. I t i s not alvsjs 
possible to c o r r e l a t e the sign of the measured potential gradient 
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with the sign of the predominant charge on the raindrops-. 
The sequence of exposures i n thunderstorms does appear to show 
the development and decline of i n d i v i d u a l thundercloud c e l l s as 
they move, over the s i t e of measurements 
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Chapter 8. 
Conclusion. 
8.1.. The Apparatus. 
Throughout the ezperimentai period when r e s u l t s were taken 
the equipment broke down only once when i t f a i l e d to re g i s t e r 
charge and a number of results were l o s t . Otherwise i t behaved 
very r e l i a b l y i n conditions of wind and r a i n . The danger of 
irisula'tion break-down was the greatest worry but apparently no 
r a i n entered the compaTtments where the electronic c i r c u i t s were 
housed or managed to s-hort-circuit the e l e c t r o s t a t i c induction 
r i n g to earth. Once the recording system, which was housed i n 
the laboratory, had been set up with a l l the experimental work 
that was involved i t was r e l i a b l e during the period of taking 
observations. 
The c r i t i c i s m s of the apparatus are e n t i r e l y c r i t i c i s m s of 
of design. My suggestions f o r better designs are discussed i n 
Section 8.3. 
8.2. The degree of success- of the results:. 
The apparatus was used successfully i n a wide range of ra i n 
conditions-. I t i s possible, therefore, to describe the t y p i c a l 
charge/size pattern which may be expected from p a r t i c u l a r clouds 
i n p a r t i c u l a r conditions as shown i n fi g u r e 6.3. The stratus; 
clouds give consistent narrow patterns with drops of low charge, 
with l i t t l e v a r i a t i o n between successive exposures-. The cumulus 
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clouds give a v a r i e t y of patterns varying probably with the 
state of the cloud from which the drops have f a l l e n . This-
does not necessarily suggest that the charge on the drops is-
decided before i t leaves the cloud-base, but i t does imply that 
p o s s - i b i l i t y . 
The thunderclouds were alone i n supplying results- which 
appeared to reinforce Smith's r e s u l t s , but t h i s only occurred 
i n three exposures. The regular pattern shown by the sequence 
of thunderstorm exposures suggests a d e f i n i t e correlation with 
the movement of cloud c e l l s overhead or with the r i s e and decline 
of the cloud c e l l . The approximia^;e period of the pattern i s 
ahout 30 to. 40 minutes which suggests co r r e l a t i o n with the 
movement of clouds overhead, as the cloud l i f e cycle i s generally 
considered to lasit about 1 or 2 hours. 
8.5 . . Possible Improvements i n the Apparatus. 
Although the equipment operated r e l i a b l y i n the f i e l d i t s 
basic p r i n c i p l e s were simple and the ranges of drop sizes; and 
charges which i t could measure were l i m i t e d . A new apparatus 
should be capable of recording a greater range of both charge 
and size of raindrops-. This would require more sophisticated 
electronic c i r c u i t s both i n the head^ u n i t and i n the recording-
system. The c i r c u i t s ' developed f o r the present equipment are 
very crude and a considerable amount of improvement i s possible, 
p a T t i c u l a r l y i n the induction r i n g chaTge c i r c u i t smd the re-
cording circuits-. The range of drop sizes; measurable could be 
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increased by using sc second more sensitive type of mass detector 
i n combination with the present impact plai;e. 
The present induction r i n g c i r c u i t uses an electrometer valve 
f o r the f i r s t stage i n order to give a^  high input impedance. 
This could be replaced by a Field Effect Transistor and there 
would be less r i s k of f a i l u r e over; s long period. 
I would a'lter the recording system fundamentally by i n t r o d -
ucing a clock- c i r c u i t . This would be a m u l t i v i b r a t o r running 
at a frequency of lOOffz which i s much greater than the mscximum 
possible rate of c o l l e c t i o n of drops. The outputs of the charge 
and mass detectors would be respectively sampled at t h i s frequency. 
The output of the system would be pulses or t r a i n s of pulses which 
could be recorded magnetically, or stored on paper tape along with 
information about the wind v e l o c i t y , the pot e n t i a l gradient, the 
temperaiture, the nature of the cloud, and the time of the measurement. 
These figures would be analysed by a computer progranme designed 
to show any possible c o r r e l a t i o n between the mass/chaarge patterns 
and the p r e v a i l i n g weather conditions. 
I n the head u n i t better arrangements f o r mea-suring the mass 
and charge of small drops i s required. The present arrangement 
needs l i t t l e adaptation to cope with the largest masses and charges 
found, but was not s u f f i c i e n t l y sensitive f o r the smallest. Smith's 
(1955) arrangement f o r the smaller masses of mea-suring the time 
of f a l l between two induction rings could be incorporated. A l -
t e r n a t i v e l y , the impact plate could be moved so as to increase 
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a r t i f i c i a l l y the impact effec t of the smaller drops. Far 
example, i f the plate were mounted v e r t i c a l l y and moved hor-
i z o n t a l l y at a' constant speed the impact signaisi would be di r e c t l y -
proportional to the mass of the drops, i..e.r^ instead of to T^r^ 
as at present. 
Even i f the impact plate mechanism was- not so d r a s t i c a l l y 
altered some improvements- could be made to eliminate the ef f e c t 
of wind on the mass- measuring equipment. A large b a f f l e round 
the apparatus would help to reduce the wind d r i v i n g on to the 
impact plate and so producing f a l s e readings. 
Keeping the head u n i t aimed i n t o the d i r e c t i o n of the r a i n -
f a l l i s another problem which could be automated. Servo-motors 
could be arranged to aim the head u n i t f o r both di r e c t i o n and 
i n c l i n a t i o n as controlled by a^  wind-vane and aaiemometer. 
I have suggested that readings' could be taken down on paper 
tape, but i f the photographic.system of recording were to be used 
then Polaroid cameras would give results which could be seen 
s h o r t l y a f t e r the exposure and so guide the making of the f o l l -
owing exposures-. 
The whole apparatus, head-unit and control c i r c u i t s , could 
be made i n a form that i s easy to carry and could be run by dry 
bat t e r i e s ^ The use of Integrated Circuits- would reduce the size 
of the recording system so that i t could easily be used i n the 
f i e l d and carried from place to place. 
A method of protecting the head u n i t from the wind would help 
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to avoid the spurious r e s u l t s caused by gust's of wind over the 
top of the apparatus:. A longer head-unit might be less prone 
to wind effects at the impact plate which would be f u r t h e r from 
the aperture. 
8 . 4 . Pttture work on measurements of raindrops-. 
The r e s u l t s which have been described were a l l produced 
on one set of appara-tus; mounted at ground l e v e l . Most of the 
r e s u l t s came from one period of s i x weeks i n the autumn of 1968. 
The next step would be to increase the period f o r which 
observations are taken. Results from a l l the r a i n that f e l l 
i n one or more periods of twelve months would give a more com-
prehensive view of a l l possible r a i n f a l l conditions. Two or 
more sets of equipment working simulbAeously i n d i f f e r e n t {)laces', 
and i f possible at d i f f e r e n t heights from the ground would dem-
onstrate the v a r i a t i o n of the results with horizontal and v e r t -
i c a l distances. I t would be i n t e r e s t i n g to have r e s u l t s from 
various sets of equipment placed i n a l l d i f f e r e n t parts of , say, 
t h i s country f o r one year. 
8.5:. The Next Step. 
At the time of w r i t i n g weather forecasting i n Greart B r i t a i n 
i s about to be helped by the purchase of a new computer f o r the 
Meteorological Office at Bracknell. The need f o r t h i s i s due 
to the short time i n which a large quantity of data has to be 
processed f o r a forecast to be published.. In a i s i m i l a r way a-
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large quantity of data- w i l l be needed to describe more completely 
the processes occurring w i t h i n and around r a i n clouds. A large 
number of ground-level and elevated measuring devices- working 
simultaneously over a defined area during various conditions of 
p r e c i p i t a t i o n and f i n e weather could supply t h i s data. The i n -
struments would include devices f o r measuring potential gradient, 
wind v e l o c i t y , temperature, a i r - e a r t h current, drop charges and 
sizes and ionic conductivity-. 
Using t h i s equipment i t would be interesting- to pl o t the 
complete l i f e cycles of a? number of thundercloud c e l l s to see 
how much they conform to the pattern as" i t i s understood at 
present.. 
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Appendix A. 
Photographic record of results- and des:cription of weefther conditions 
at the time of measurement. 
This- appendix- i s a? complete record of a l l the photographic 
exposures used i n the thesis. Pacing each page of p r i n t s i s a? 
description of the r a i n f a l l at the time the exposures were made, 
and d e t a i l s of the meteorological conditions- f o r each exposure. 
The time, i n Greenwich Mean Time, and duration o f each exposure 
4»<a?lso notedly 
The abbreviations i n the t a i l e s are thus:-
Pbtentiai Gradient, Magnitude 
Sign 
V a T i a t i o n 
Cloud 
Wind 
Rain types 
E = high, > 700 Vm' 
L 
+ 
-1 
-1 law, < 700: Vm" 
posit i v e 
- = negative 
+ - =- both signs during exposure: 
f l = f l u c t u a t i n g 
st — steady 
Cn = cumulo-nimbus-
Cu =: cumulus 
St = stratus 
Ns nimbo-stratus 
L = l i g h t (<force 3) 
Bl — blustery (>force 3) 
N i l = calm 
Th =: thundery r a i n 
Sh — showery r a i n 
L = l i g h t rainfa?ll 
L.Sh = l i g h t showery r a i n 
St — steady r a i n 
¥ —• windblown r a i n 
Dr =: d r i z z l e 
W.Dr = windblown dr i z z l e 
The descriptions are bas:ed on personal observation at the 
time of measurement. 
The exposures^ consist of a number of white sspots- -within 
the bounds of a rectangle. The o r i g i n i s at the centre of. 
the top l i n e and i s generally clear because frequently there 
is; a preponderance of spots- around i t . Spots; f u r t h e r may 
often appear as; streaks pointing; away from the o r i g i n . The 
values of charge and size represented by spots i n d i f f e r e n t 
places is- shown i n f i g u r e 6 , 3 . 
1 6 1 « A 17 17A 18 1 5 J ,9 19A 
I 1 2 
• • • i l l 
2 0 'i U A 
• • • • H a t j i i i i f f • • I M I i f * 
7 8 
^5 ' ,5A 2B 26A 27 2/» 28 28A 
10 1( 12 
• •••••••••••••••••••••••^ 
29 29A 30 30A 31 31A 3 
15 15 16 
1.. July 1st., 1968. 12-.09 - 14...32 hrs. G.M.T. 
This- was a thunderstorm l a s t i n g about three hours. No 
useful readings were taken i n the e a r l i e s t part of the storm 
but otherwise exposures were made up to the end of the storm. 
The preceding; d^s had been unusually hot and s u l t r y producing 
i n s t a b i l i t y , and thunderstorms' over two days i n the Durham areff. 
Rain f e l l continuously during the period of the storm, but var-
i e d i n i n t e n s i t y . About six: l i g h t n i n g flashes; appeared to be 
close to the place of measurement; these were mostly accompanied 
Iby rapid reversal of the p o t e n t i a l gradient and a sudden increase 
i n the i n t e n s i t y of the r a i n f a l l . . 
i i I • • 1 ^ I I • • §jr^M-W3 I I wrwrm m n 
• J • • . j • • • •„• • • • • • 1.1 • 
X i7 18 
• l l l l l l l • • • i I I 
• • • I • • I I • • I I I ^ ,1 • i l l I • • i . i I I 
2i 22 25 21^ 
it 
• I, • • i. • • I • I • • i. • • • i j • 
25 26 27 28 
2^ 30 31 32 
Rain period I . (1.7.68) 
Potentia-l Gradient 
No. Magnitude Sign Vaxiation Cloud Wind Rain Duration 
(mins) 
Time 
1 m +- f l Cn L Th J' 12.09 
2 E - f l Cn L Th 3 .12 
3 ffi + f l Cn L Th 5^- .15 
4 Hf + f l • Cn L Th 4 .21 
5 W +- f l Cn L Th 5 .25 
6 W +- f l Cn L Th 5 .30 
7 E + f l Cn L Th : 2 ..35 
8 E - f l Cn L Th 5 .37 
9 H' - f l Cn L Th 3 .47 
10 ff; • - f l Cn L Th' 8 .50 
11 H' +- f l Cn L Th 2 .58 
12 +- f l Cn L Th 5 13.00 
13 m +- f l Cn L Th " 5 .05 
14 Hi + f l Cn L Th 5 .10 
15 E + f l Cn L Th 5 .15 
16 H +- f l Cn . L Th 4 .20 
I l - ffl - f l Cn L Th 2 .24 
l s H: + f l Cn L Th 4 .26 
19 H' - f l Cn L Th 4 . 31 
20 ffi - f l Cn L Th 5 .35 
21 El +- f l Cn L Th 2 .40 
22? E +- f l Cn L Th i . 
2 
.42 
235 E + f l Cn L Thi r 
2 .43 24 HT -• f l Cn L Th 3 .43 
25 H' - f l Cn L Th 1 .46 
26 HJ. + f l Cn L Th ± 4 ..47 27 ffi — f l Cn L Th .48 28 ffi + f l Cn L Th .49 
29 H' - f l Cn L Th . 51 
30 H: -+ f l Cn L Th T 
2 
.54 
31 H" + f l Cn L Th 4 .54! 
32 H +- f l Cn L Th 1 .59 
1 33 51^. 55 36 
k 1 
10 ia» 11 ii« 
k 
12 12A 13 U A 
37.- 58 
I d 1 4 i I S 1 j A 
k k 
26 2BS 27 2/A 
28 28A 79 29A 
k k 
in s n i 31 31A 
5 ^ 5 6 
2.July 2hd., 1968.. 9.47 - 12.00 hrs.. G.E.T. 
A period of heavy r a i n f or the f i r s t half-hour was' followed 
by a dry period l a s t i n g almost three-quarters of an hour. After 
this- there was-, a very v i o l e n t thunderstorm l a s t i n g half an hour 
with very frequent lightning flashes; and potential gradient r e -
v e r s a l s , and almost continuous very heavy r a i n . The l a s t h a l f -
hour showed l e s s e l e c t r i c a l a c t i v i t y and the r a i n was l e s s heavy, 
f i n a l l y petering out at mid-day. 
2.J u l y 2hd.,, 1968. I T U T - 17.30 hrs-. G.M..T. 
This was- m b r i e f heavy shower l a t e r i n the ffame d ^ as the 
IF 
thunderstorm i n 2. Although the clouds appeared to be cumulo-
nimbus and the r a i n hea-vy, no lighning- was observed near to the 
recording; s i t e . 
2 7 S 10 
• i • • C 6 • • • • • I i • • • • e e • « i i « i fe i • • 
u 11 15 i 4 
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Rain period 1. (1.7.68) 
P o t e n t i a l Gradient 
Magnitude Sign Var i a t i o n Cloud Wind Rain Duration Time 
(mins) 
33 H — f l Cn L Th 1 14.00 
34 H + f l On L Th. 4 .01 
35 W. +- f l Cn L Th 3 .06 
36 H + f l Cn L Th 4 .09 
37 E + f l Cn L Th 1 .13 
38 m. — f l Cn L Th. 4 .14 
39 ff + f l Cn L Th li .23 
40 H — f l Cn L Th 6 .24 
41 E +- f l Cn L Th 2 .30 
42 1 - f l Cn L Th 3 .32 
Rain period 2, (2.-7.68) 
1 E +- f l Cn L Th 8 9.47 
2 1 — f l Cn L Th 5 .55 
3 H — f l Cn L Th 5 10.00 
4 H' + f l Cn L Th 5 .05 
5 E + f l Cn L Th 5 .10 
6 E + f l Cn L Th 5 . .15 
7 E +- f l Cn L Th 2 .58 
8 E +- f l Cn L Th 2 11.00 
9 Hi +- f l Cn L Th 2 .02 
10 K +- f l Cn L Th, 2 .04 
11 E +- fl Cn L Th 2 .07 
12 E +- f l Cn L Th 2 .09 
13 H +- f l Cn L Th 2 .11 
14 H: +- f l Cn L Th 2 .13 
15 H _ f l Cn L Th 5 .15 
16 • H. + f l Cn L Tk 5 .20 
17 E f l Cn L Th 25 .25 
18 E — f l Cn L Th 8 .52 
Rain period (2.7.68) 
1 H! f l Cn L Th 1 17.17 
H +- f l Cn L Th 3 .18 
3 E + f l Cn L Th 9 .21 
11 1 
8 
10 11 J2 
J3 4 IS 
11. September 11th., 1968. 8..22 - 9.18 hrs. G.M.T. 
This was l i g h t r a i n f a l l soon a f t e r a thunderstorm. After 
ten minutes the r a i n ceased but recommenced as l i g h t showery 
r a i n half-an-hour l a t e r , gradually thinning to nothing. As i n 
the thunderstorms i n July the wind was northerly or north-westerly, 
unlik e a l l the other periods i n which the wind came from the south 
or s:outh-west. 
(Soon a f t e r the above date the apparatus was: moved to the F i e l d 
Centre at Lanehea-d,, where the remainder of the readings were taken) 
IZ. September 20th., 1968. 15.10 - 17.16 hrs. G'JiJU.. 
During the afternoon of Sept. 20th.. l i g h t showery r a i n f e l l 
from banks: of cloud which appeared to be cixmulus or cumulo-nimbus; 
with a^  cloud base coming down to 600m above sea-level judging by 
the amount to which the nearby mountain peaks were obscured. 
Some breeze was- apparent during- the r a i n so tharfc the apparatus 
had to be t i l t e d into the r a i n , but the breeze died away as the 
r a i n became very l i g h t and f i n a l l y died. 
12 1 
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Rain period 11. (11.9.68) 
Po t e n t i a l ffiradient 
Fo. Magnitude Sign V a r i a t i o n Cloud Wind Rain Duration 
(mins) 
Time 
1 L + S t Cu L Sii' 2 8..22 
2 L + S t Cu L Sh 2 .24 
3 L + s t Cu L Sb 1 .26 
4 L . + s t Cu L Sh 2 .27 
5 L + s t Cu L Sh 2 .29 
6 L + s t Cu L Sh 2^  9.03 
7 L + at Cu L Shi 2 .05 
8 L + s t Cu L Sh 1 .07 
9 L + s t Cu L Sh 1 .08 
10 L + s t Cu L Sh 1 .09 
11 L + s t Cu L Sh 2 .10 
12 L s t Cu L Sh 1 a 2 
13" L + s;t Cu L Sh l l - .13 
14 L + s t Cu L Sh l i .14 
15 L + , s t Cu L Sh 2 .16 
Rain period 12. (20.9.68) 
1 1 + f l Cn L Sh 5 15.10 
2 H" + f l Cn L Sh 2f.- .15 
3 H — f l Cn L Sh 2? .17 
4 H — f l Cn L Sh 4 .20 5 H — f l Cn L Sh 4 .22 
6 E — f l Cn L Sh 4 .25 
T L + f l Cn L Sh 4 .29 
8 L + s t Cn L Sh 2 .33 
9 L + s-t Cu L Sh 5 .35 
10 L + s t Cu L Sh 5 .40 
11 L + s t Cu L Sh 5 .45 
12 L + s t Cu L Sh 5 .50 
13 L + s t Cu L Sh 5. .55 
14 L + s t Cu L Sh 5 16.00 
15 L + s t Cu L Sh 10 .05 
16 L + s t Cu L Sh 15 .15 
11 17 18 20 
13 
• f • t • t • i • e f • • • • • 
• l i t e 
i i i i t i i i e t • • • • • i M 
IJ A ) 6 1 6 ,S 17 1 1 2 • • • l i t i i M i l l 
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12. September 20th., 1968. 19-15 - 20..12^  hrs. G.M.T.. 
After a gap of nearljr two hours on Sept. 20th. r a i n resrtarted 
i n the e a r l y evening. I t was^  s i m i l a r to the l i g h t e r r a i n during 
the l a t e r part of the e a r l i e r period of r a i n but the drops were 
more spaced so that long exposures had to be used to record many-
drops. 
14. September 21st.,. 1968. 15.37 - 19.13 hrs. G.M.T. 
The low; pressure continuing from the previous- days brought 
more r a i n from cumulus clouds. This again was; l i g h t , well-spaced 
r a i n i n a south-westerly breeze,, but with the potential gradient 
noticeably more v a r i a b l e than before. ffeavy drops were noticed 
i n lamongst the l i g h t e r drops but the t o t a i quantity of r a i n that 
f e l l was not great by comparisxjn vfith other r a i n f a l l measured. 
There was- a gap of about one hour i n the r a i n f a l l about forty 
minutes a f t e r the commencement of readings, and three readings 
were l o s t a f t e r that due to an error i n e l e c t r i c a l connection. . 
15.. September 22hd., 1968. 10.17 - 12.05 hrs-. G.M..T.. 
The r a i n f a l l was- l i g h t e r than on previous days, but l e s s 
w e l l spa<;ed. The potential gradient was l e s s active although 
the clouds again appeared to be ciimulus rather than s t r a t u s . 
The wind was perceptibly gentler than on previous days. 
X4 5 8 
• • • • l i s i i i e e e ^ i i i i i i i f i i i i i i i i i i 
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Rain period 12. (20.9.68) 
P o t e n t i a l Gradient 
Fo. Magnitude Sign: V a r i a t i o n Cloud Wind Rain Duration. Time 
(mins) 
17' L + S t Cu L L.Sh 10 16.30 
18 . L + s t Cu L L.Sh 10 .40 
19 L + s t Cu L L..Sh 10 .50 
20 L + S t Cu L L.Sh 16 17.00 
Rain period I3. (20.9.68) 
1 L + s t Cu L L 6 19.15 
2 L + s t Cu L L 9 .21 
3 L + s t Cu L L 10 .30 
4 L + s t Cu L L 10 .40 
S L + s t Cu L L 10 .50 
.6 L + s t Cu L L 12 20.00 
Rain period 14. (21.9.68) 
1 E _ f l Cu L L 11 15-37 
2 L f l Cu L L 15 .48 
3 L s t Cu L L 25 17.20 
4 L _ f l Cu L L 5 .45 
5 L +- f l Cu L L 5 .50 
6 L +- f l Cu L L 15 " ^  -SS 
7 L +- f l Cu L L 10 18.00 
8 L +- f l Cu L L 13 •17 
9 L f l Cu L L 5 •30 
10 L f l Cu L L 10 .35 
11 L + s t Cu L L 10 .45 
12 L + s t Cu L L 18 .55 
Rain period 15. (22.9.68) 
1 E\ f l Cu L L 13 10 a 7 
2 L f l Cu L L 10 .30 
3 L f l Cu L L 20 .40 
^ 
4 L s t 
Cu L L 5 11.00 
5 L s t Cu L L 10 .05 
6 L s t Cu. L L 10 .15 
7 L s t Cu L L 11 .25 
8 L — f l Cu L L 9 .36 
• i n i i i i i s e i i i i i i 
11 1 1 4 12 1 2 * 
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16 
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14 1 4 J 15 15A 
16 16A 1 
16 
17 1 2 
16^ September 22nd^,, 1968. 14.46 - 15.42 hrs. GVM..T.. 
This r a i n was l a t e r i n the same day as period 13 and waa 
•o-ery s i m i l a r except f o r a b r i e f sharp shower at 15..20 i n the 
t h i r d exposure. 
17. September 23rd., 1968. , 12..39 - 13U6 hrs-.. G.,M.T.. 
Rain f e l l steadily- f o r periods of up to ten minutes from 
cumulus clouds. The potential gradient varied considerably during 
the period, suggesting that the clouds were of some considerable 
v e r t i c a l extent, although not as great as i n thunderclouds. 
18. September 27th., 1968. 9.21 hrs. G.M.T. 
One successful exposure was made i n the r a i n that f e l l i n 
Si b l u s t e r y wind from the south. The r a i n appeared to be f a l l i n g 
from stra-tus clouds although a high potential gradient was 
being measured by the f i e l d - m i l l . 
19. September 30th.., 1968. 9.38 - 10.00 hrs. G.M.T. 
This was a cold shower i n blustery conditions, the r a i n 
f a l l i n g at a low angle from stra-bus: clouds i n a south-westerly 
wind. These conditions were frequently observed at the Lanehead 
F i e l d Centre, often without any r a i n f a l l i n g . 
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Rain period 15.: (22..9.68) 
P a t e n t i a l Gradient 
F02. Magni-tude Sign Variation. Cloud Wind Rain Duration Time 
(mins) 
9 L f l Cu L L 10 11.45 
10 L f l Cu L L 10 . .55 
Rain period 16. (22.9.68) 
1 L +- f l Cu L L.Sh 9 14.46 
2 L +- f l Cu L L.Sh 12 .55 
33 L +- f l Cu L Sfe 10 15.19 
4 L +- f l Cu L L.-Sh 12 .30 
Rain period 17. (23.9.68) 
1 ff s t Cu L St 11 12.39 
2 W. +- f l Cu L St 4 13.00 
3 H +- f l Cu L St 12 .04 
Rain period 18. (27.9.68) 
1 H! . f l Fs B l W l i 9.21 
Rain period 19. (30.9.68) 
1 H f l St B l W 7 9.38 
2 S f l . St B l W 6 .54 
Rain period 20. (1^0.68) 
1 ff — s t Fs B l W 
2 HI s t Ns B l W 
3 H s t Ns B l W 
4 H — . s t Ns B l W 
5 H — s t Ns B l W 
6 H — s t Ns B l W 
7 H, — s t Ns B l W 
8 H: - — s t Ns B l W 
9 H — s t Ns B l W 
10 E s t Ns B l W 
11 L — s t Ns B l w 
12 L - s t Ns B l w 
2 
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20. October 1st., 1968. 10.28 - 11.24 hrs. G..M.T. 
This was another gusty day, when r a i n f e l l from stratus 
clouds i n cold winds. The r a i n appeared to be hard and cold 
on the skin, and was very unpleasant.. The cloud enveloped the 
nearby h i l l - t o p s appearing l i k e mist on the upper parts of the 
mountains. The p o t e n t i a l g r a d i e n t i i n these conditions was steady, 
varying only slowly from about -500 to -lOOVm""*" during the 
course of the r a i n . A gusty west wind was blowing f o r the whole 
morning. Towards the end of the r a i n period the r a i n reduced 
to a d r i z z l e before f i n a l l y ceasing. 
21. October 1st., 1968. 21.50 hrs. G.M.T. 
One long; exposure was made l a t e r i n the same day as 
period _20. The wind was less, and some larger drops wsre 
apparent i n conditions of very f i n e drizMe. 
22. October 4th., 1968. 9.48 - 10.10 hrs. G.H.T. 
The two exposures were made on the only day of f l a t calm 
on which r a i n f e l l s u f f i c i e n t f o r readings to be taken. The 
r a i n was very f i n e d r i z z l e f a l l i n g , out of stratus clouds with 
very low cloud-base. The po t e n t i a l gradient vras steady at the 
fair-weather value of about +100Vm~"^ . 
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Rain period 20. (1.10.68) 
POjtential Gradient 
Fo. Magnitude Sign. Va r i a t i o n Cloud Wind Rain Duration Time 
(mins) 
13: L - S t Fs Bl ¥ 21 10.53 
14 L — st Us Bl W 2 .56 
15 L - s t Ns Bl ¥ 2 .58 
16 L - s t Ns Bl ¥ 2 11.00 
17 L - s t Ns Bl ¥ 2 .02 
18 L — s t Fs Bl ¥ 2 .04 
19 L — st Ns Bl W 2 .06 
20 L - s t Ns Bl ¥ 5 .08 
21 ' L • - s t Fs Bl ¥ 7 .IT 
Rain, period 21. (1.10168) 
1 E +- f l St L Dr 15 21.30 
Rain period 22.- (4.10.68) 
1 L + s t St N i l Dr 12 9.48 
2 L + st St N i l Dr 10 10.00 
Rain period 2^. (10.10.68) 
1 1." f l Fs Bl ¥.Dr 5 20.02 
2 ff — s t Fs Bl W.Dr 8 .07 
J L — st Fs Bl ¥.Dr 8 .16 
4 L + f l Ns Bl ¥.Dr 5 .27 
5 HI — f l Ns Bl ¥.Dr 2 .30 
6 E — f l Ns Bl ¥.Dr 2 .32 
7 H" — f l Ns Bl ¥.Dr 2 .34 
8 H — f l Ns Bl ¥.Dr 2 .36 
9 H — f l Ns Bl ¥^Dr 2 .38 
10 H + f l Ns Bl ¥»Dr 2 .40 
11 H" + f l Ns Bl ¥*Dr 1 .42 
12 H — f l Ns Bl ¥^Dr 1 .43 
23 15 iS 
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23. October 10th., 1968. 20.02 - 20.57 hrs. G.M.T. 
Rain f e l l from stratus clouds i n blustery winds. I n 
t h i s set of readings the apparatus appeared to be triggered 
by the wind as well as by the raindrops. However, only spots 
of no charge and l i t t l e mass could be registered by the wind. 
Halfway through the r a i n period the wind dropped to a breeze 
and more drops of r a i n began to f a l l . The sign of the 
p o t e n t i a l gradient reversed four times during the period of 
the r a i n . 
24.. October 11th., 1968. 12.56 - 13.20 hrs. G.M..T. 
The conditions- on October 11th. were quieter than on 
October 10th., the wind being rather less and the r a i n f a l l 
steadier. Again there was stratus cloud and the distant h i l l s 
were shrouded i n mist. The o v e r a l l r a i n f a l l was not great by 
comparison with October 10th. 
Rain period 22. (10.10.68) 
Poten t i a l Gradient 
Fa. Magnitude Sign V a r i a t i o n Cloud ¥ind Rain Duration Time 
(mins) 
13 m - f l Ns Bl ¥.»Dr 2 20.44 
14 L — f l Ns El ¥..Dr 4 .46 
15 L - s t Ns Bl W.Dr 7 .50 
Rain period 24. (11.10.68) 
1 L + f l Ns L L 4 12.56 
2 L +- f l Ns; L L 3 13.00 
^ L — f l Ns L L 4 .03 
4 L - f l Ns L L 3 .07 5 L — s t Ns L L 3 .10 
6 L - st Ns L L 3' .13 
7 L — st Ns L L 4 .16 
Appendix B 
2 3 
Values; f o r v r derived from Best's tables. 
The valuesjr of ' r ' and 'v' are derived from the tables 
of Besjt (1950) r e l a t i n g terminal v e l o c i t y of raindrops and 
t h e i r diameter. 
Radius Terminal ve 
r(mm.) V (mm a 
0.15 1154 
0.25 1972 
0.545 2714 
0.385 3013 
0.395 3086 
0.50 3820 
0.875 5915 
'1..145 6969 
1.69 8275 
2.035 8728 
2.21 8887 
2.465 9059 
2.71 9174 
2.975 9259 
3.12 9294 
3.185 9307 
3.335 9332 
3.625 9368 
2 3 
4^49 
3^ .08 
3.05 
5.18 
5.87 
1.82 
2.34 
7.29 
3.31 
6.42 
8.52 
1.23-
1.68 
2.26 
2.62 
2.81 
3.23 
4.18 
10 
10' 
10 
10' 
10' 
10' 
10' 
10' 
10' 
10 
10' 
10' 
10' 
10' 
10' 
10 
10 
10' 
-12 
-11 
-10 
-10 
-10 
-9 
-8 
-8 
-7 
-7 
-7 
-5 
-6 
-6 
'-6 
'-6 
'-6 
-6 
